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ABSTRACT
Zhang, Xu Ph.D., Tohoku University, February, 2008. High Performance Clock Distri-
bution for High-speed VLSI systems. Major Professor: Susumu Horiguchi Professor.
In a synchronous digital system, the clock signal is used to define a time reference
for the movement of data within that system. Since this function is vital to the oper-
ation of a synchronous system, much attention has been given to the characteristics
of these clock signals and the networks used in their distribution, which can affect
the overall performance of a VLSI system significantly. Therefore, this research is
mainly devoted to studying high performance clock distribution for high-speed VLSI
systems.
At first, we study the performance of H-Tree CDNs when both the process vari-
ations and inductance effects are jointly taken into account. The impacts of possible
coupling effects between adjacent wires upon the performance of an H-Tree CDN are
also be addressed. The simulation results show that: 1) the inductance effect can not
be neglected for high-speed nanoscale VLSI systems; 2) process variations affect the
performance of clock distribution network in different way. It implies that we should
consider the different effects caused by process variations carefully.
Then, we propose a new clock distribution network (CDN), namely Variant X-
Tree, based on the idea of X-Architecture proposed recently for efficient wiring within
VLSI chips. The Variant X-Tree CDN keeps the nice properties of equal-clock-path
and symmetric structure of the typical H-Tree CDN, but results in both a lower max-
imal clock delay and a lower clock skew than its HTree counterpart, as verified by
an extensive simulation study that incorporates simultaneously the effects of process
variations and on-chip inductance. We also propose a closed-form statistical models
for evaluating the skew and delay of the Variant X-Tree CDN. The comparison be-
tween the theoretical results and the simulation results indicates that the proposed
statistical models can be used to efficiently evaluate the performance of the variant
X-Tree CDNs.
xvii
Finally, we extend the idea of redundant via insertion of conventional 2D ICs
and propose an approach for vias insertion/placement in 3D ICs to minimize the
propagation delay of interconnects with the consideration of signal integrity. The
simulation results based on a 65nm CMOS technology demonstrate that our approach
in general can result in a 9% improvement in average delay and a 26% decrease in
reflection coefficient. It is also shown that the proposed approach can be more effective
for interconnects delay improvement when it is integrated with the buffer insertion in
3D ICs.
1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivations
In a synchronous digital system, the clock signal is used to define a time reference
for the movement of data within that system. Since this function is vital to the opera-
tion of a synchronous system, much attention has been given to the characteristics of
these clock signals and the networks used in their distribution. Clock signals are of-
ten regarded as simple control signals; however, these signals have some very special
characteristics and attributes. Clock signals are typically loaded with the greatest
fanout, travel over the longest distances, and operate at the highest speeds of any
signal, either control or data, within the entire system. Since the data signals are
provided with a temporal reference by the clock signals, the clock waveforms must
be particularly clean and sharp. Furthermore, these clock signals are particularly
affected by technology scaling, in that long global interconnect lines become much
more highly resistive as line dimensions are decreased. This increased line resistance
is one of the primary reasons for the growing importance of clock distribution on syn-
chronous performance. Finally, the control of any differences in the delay of the clock
signals can severely limit the maximum performance of the entire system as well as
create catastrophic race conditions in which an incorrect data signal may latch within
a register.
The clock distribution networks (CDNs) are used to distribute clock signal to
synchronize the data flows among different data paths. The most common strategy
for distributing clock signals in VLSI systems is to insert buffers either at the clock
source and/or along a clock path, forming a tree-based structure called as clock
distribution network. Thus, the unique clock source is usually considered as the root
of the tree, the initial portion of the tree as the trunk, individual paths driving each
2register as the branches, and the registers being driven as the leaves. Additionally,
a mesh version of tree structure or hybrid structure of tree and mesh can also be
adopted in practical cases.
Since the performance of a VLSI system is usually determined by its clock fre-
quency, the CDN can significantly affect the overall system performance and reliabil-
ity [27]. Unfortunately, the performance of a clock distribution network is vulnerable
to many factors, such as the systematic or random process variations, the interconnect
layout-dependent coupling effects, on-chip inductance effects, IR-drop, etc.
The clock period of a CDN is in general determined by both the clock skew and
the maximal clock delay of the network. To evaluate the performance of a CDN, we
usually need to study both the maximum clock delay and clock skew. Here the clock
skew is defined as the difference between the maximum clock delay and the minimum
clock delay among all clock paths (interconnects) in the CDN. The clock skew arises
mainly from unbalanced delays due to the unequal clock path lengths between clock
source and different modules as well as from process variations that cause clock path
delay variations [27].
To deal with the clock skew problem, a common way is to adopt the well-balanced
H-Tree [5] or mesh CDNs. For a well-balanced CDN, the uncontrollable clock skew
mainly comes from the variations in process parameters that affect the interconnect
impedance/capacitance and, in particular, any distributed buffer amplifiers [5, 34].
Extensive research efforts have been devoted to studying and modeling the impacts of
process variations upon the clock skew of an H-Tree CDN, see, for example, [21,33,34].
The evolution of VLSI chips towards larger die size and faster clock speed makes
the clock distribution an increasingly important issue. In particular, the performance
of CDNs suffers from some unavoidable reasons such as process variation much more
nowadays. Therefore, this research is mainly devoted to exploring the real perfor-
mance of a CDN in presence of different factors, designing new clock distribution
networks under available technologies, and studying new methods for clock distribu-
tion oriented to high-speed nanoscale VLSI systems.
1.2 Research Purposes
In this research, we focus mainly on three important issues related to clock dis-
tribution networks. They are listed as follows.
3H-Tree Clock Distribution Networks in Presence of Process Variations and
Inductance Effects
With the dramatic increase in clock speed and a significant decrease in the fea-
ture size in current high-speed VLSI circuits, the on-chip line inductive effects (in
addition to the resistance and capacitance) will significantly affect the interconnect
delay and cannot be neglected anymore in the performance evaluation of CDNs, es-
pecially for the CDNs with long interconnect lengths and a small signal rise time [12].
Furthermore, adopting the new materials with a low-resistance (e.g. copper) in VLSI
fabrication makes inductive effects more significant for a global clock distribution net-
work, where many long and wide wires are usually required. Therefore, the inductive
effects of interconnects should be carefully addressed in the performance evaluation
of modern high performance CDNs.
In the manufacturing process of a VLSI system, some uncertainties (process vari-
ations) may arise due to the parameter fluctuations of devices or environment, which
make the overall performance of the system varies with these inherent and unavoidable
fluctuations. In nanoscale process or deep sub-micron (DSM) process, the parameter
fluctuations impose a growing threat to the system performance, especially for the
gigascale interconnection systems where the polysilicon gate length has decreased be-
low the wavelength of light used in the optical lithography process. It is predicted
that in a 130nm technology, the variation magnitude in gate length of n-MOS and
p-MOS can be as high as 35% [49].
Although many papers about inductance effects or process variations have been
published, to the best of our knowledge; however, no results have been reported about
the performance evaluation in terms of maximum clock delay and clock skew of an
H-Tree CDN when both the inductance effects and process variations are simultane-
ously considered. Thus, this research is devoted to the real performance evaluation
of a high-speed H-Tree CDN when both the process variations and inductance effects
are jointly considered. In particular, we will study the impact of possible coupling
effects (including inductance coupling effect and capacitance coupling effect) between
adjacent interconnects upon the performance of an H-Tree CDN. We will also investi-
gate how the spatial dependent components and the magnitude of process variations
affect the performance of an H-Tree CDN.
4Variant X-Tree Clock Distribution Network
The critical issues concerning with the design of clock distribution network are to
achieve a low clock delay and the minimum or a useful skew in most cases with the
minimum buffer size and wire length. The well-balanced H-Tree CDN has been widely
adopted to eliminate the skew caused by unequal clock path lengths [21], where the
uncontrollable clock skew mainly comes from the variations in process parameters
that affect the interconnect impedance/capacitance.
Although H-Tree is attractive for clock distribution due to its small clock skew
and a relatively simple implementation, it usually results in a long clock path from
the clock source to each sink (clock terminal). Thus, an H-Tree CDN usually causes
a higher clock delay.
Mesh or grid is also a popular architecture for distributing clock signals on a chip.
It uses inherent redundant interconnects created by loops to smooth out undesirable
variations between signal nodes spatially distributed over the chip, and thus results
in a lower clock skew. However, the mesh/grid CDN usually occupies a larger wiring
area, and consumes more power. Such a condition is becoming worse with the increase
of modern VLSI chips area moreover.
Recently, X Architecture was proposed to wire in a VLSI chip with considerably
shorter wiring length than that of traditional Manhattan wiring architecture [4]. It
has been demonstrated in [4] that the X Architecture, which supports 45- and 135-
degree wires as well as the vertical and horizontal wires, can reduce as high as 29% of
the wire length required by the simple Manhattan wiring architecture. As a result,
the X Architecture becomes promising to considerably reduce the delay and improve
the overall performance of on-chip interconnects.
Consequently, in this research, we extend the X Architecture to clock distribution
and intend to propose a novel non-orthogonal clock distribution network, which is
able to achieve both a lower maximal clock delay and a lower clock skew than its
H-Tree counterpart.
Redundant Vias Insertion for Performance Enhancement in 3D ICs
Three dimensional (3D) integrated circuits (ICs), which comprise multiple tiers
of active devices, have the potential to enhance VLSI chip performance, functionality
5and device packing density [55]. For example, 3D ICs offer an attractive alternative
to conventional 2D planar ICs: they can combine different technologies such as analog
and digital circuits within the single chip cube to construct a multi-tier (multi-plane)
system. Thus, using 3D ICs allows for integrating the best technology for a particular
portion of an application into one chip package.
By expanding vertically rather than spreading in 2D planar area, obviously the
delay of signal propagation in interconnects can be decreased due to the decreased
length of interconnects in 3D ICs. Thus, the drawback of long interconnects in con-
ventional 2D ICs can be alleviated. Additionally, 3D ICs technology can also result
in a reduction of total active power, noise improvement and a greater logical span.
In 3D ICs, signal paths like wires for global clock distribution consist of multiple-
segment interconnects routed in different tiers and some vertical inter-tier intercon-
nects implemented by vertical through-hole vias (abbreviated as vias hereafter). Since
each tier in 3D ICs may be fabricated with different technologies or processes, the
impedance characteristics of different segments of the global interconnects may be dis-
parate [55]. Furthermore, the impedance characteristics of vias may also be different
from that of horizontal wires.
Interconnects delay is crucial to the performance of modern digital VLSI systems,
since it is a big fraction of total delay and it is in general increasing with technology
scaling. To maximize performance improvement in 3D ICs, some approaches [44, 58]
related to vias placement and wire routing have been proposed in presence of non-
uniform impedance characteristics of interconnects. However, the important signal
integrity issues due to the non-uniform impedance characteristics were not addressed.
In this research, we extend the redundant via insertion in [38] to 3D ICs and propose
an approach of redundant via placement/insertion to minimize the total delay for
inter-tier or global interconnects. The issue of signal integrity due to the non-uniform
impedance characteristics of interconnects is also carefully addressed.
1.3 Outline of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows.
We review the techniques of clock distribution in digital VLSI systems in Chapter
2, clock distribution networks, the delay modeling of interconnects and performance
evaluation of CDN are also introduced in this chapter. In Chapter 3, we explore
6the real performance of nanoscale high-speed H-Tree CDNs in presence of process
variations and inductance effect. A novel X Architecture based Variant X-Tree CDN
will be introduced in Chapter 4, where its performance simulation results are also
given. We propose an approach about redundant vias insertion to for performance
enhancement in 3D ICs in Chapter 5. The corresponding simulation results are
provided in this chapter as well. Finally, we summarize this research in chapter
6. We also suggest the future works of this research in Chapter 7.
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CLOCK DISTRIBUTION AND CLOCK DISTRIBUTION
NETWORKS
This chapter provides an overview of on-chip electrical clock distribution networks.
It begins with a review of synchronous, digital systems and the role of the clock in
these systems. Next, the performance metrics of a clock distribution network are
introduced. The conventional clock distribution styles used for most microprocessors
and digital ASICs are discussed. The performance evaluation of a clock distribution
network is also provided in this chapter.
2.1 Synchronous Digital Systems and Clocks
The notion of clock and clocking is essential for the concept of synchronous design
of digital systems. The synchronous system assumes the presence of the storage
elements and combinational logic, which together make up a finite-state machine
(FSM). The changes in the FSM are in general the result of two events: clock and
input signal changes, as illustrated in Fig.2.1.
The next state, Sn+1, is a function of the present state, Sn, and the logic value of
the input signals: Sn+1 = Sn+1(Sn, Xn). The remaining question is: When in time
will FSM change to the next state, Sn+1. This change is determined by the type of
clocked storage elements used and the clock signal. The function of the clock signal
is to provide a reference point in time when the FSM changes from the present, Sn,
to the next state, Sn+1. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
In Fig.2.2, we have implicitly assumed that the moment when the state changes
from Sn to Sn+1 is determined by the change in the clock signal from logic “0” to logic
“1.” In fact, this change is determined by the type of clock storage element and its
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Fig. 2.1. The concept of finite-state machine.
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Fig. 2.2. State changes in the finite-state machine.
functionality. We observe that without the clock signal, the change from Sn to Sn+1
could not be precisely determined. There are digital systems where this change is
not caused by the presence, or more precisely, by a change in the clock signal, but by
a change of the data signal, for example. Such systems are known as asynchronous
systems, because they do not require the presence of the clock signal in order to
effect an orderly transition from Sn to Sn+1. A great deal of research in defining a
workable asynchronous system has been done in the last several decades. Recently a
microprocessor was designed to operate in an asynchronous manner, and it has been
claimed that some small advantages in power consumption were obtained [57]. In this
research, we limit our discussion to synchronous systems.
9In a synchronous digital system, the clock signal is used to define a time reference
for the movement of data within that system as mentioned above. Since this function
is vital to the operation of a synchronous system, much attention has been given to
the characteristics of these clock signals and the networks used in their distribution.
Clock signals are often regarded as simple control signals; however, these signals have
some very special characteristics and attributes. Clock signals are typically loaded
with the greatest fanout, travel over the longest distances, and operate at the highest
speeds of any signal, either control or data, within the entire system. Since the
data signals are provided with a temporal reference by the clock signals, the clock
waveforms must be particularly clean and sharp. Furthermore, these clock signals
are particularly affected by technology scaling, in that long global interconnect lines
become much more highly resistive as line dimensions are decreased. This increased
line resistance is one of the primary reasons for the growing importance of clock
distribution on synchronous performance. Finally, the control of any differences in
the delay of the clock signals can severely limit the maximum performance of the
entire system as well as create catastrophic race conditions in which an incorrect
data signal may latch within a register.
Most synchronous digital systems consist of cascaded banks of sequential registers
with combinatorial logic between each set of registers. The functional requirements
of the digital system are satisfied by the logic stages. The global performance and
local timing requirements are satisfied by the careful insertion of pipeline registers
into equally spaced time windows to satisfy critical worst case timing constraints.
The proper design of the clock distribution network further ensures that these criti-
cal timing requirements are satisfied and that no race conditions exist [8, 26]. With
the careful design of the clock distribution network, system-level synchronous perfor-
mance can actually increase, surpassing the performance advantages of asynchronous
systems by permitting synchronous performance to be based on average path delays
rather than worst case path delays, without incurring the handshaking protocol delay
penalties required in most asynchronous systems.
One example of how the clock is used to control data within a microprocessor
is the sequential logic circuit shown in Fig.2.3. The edge-triggered flip-flop used in
this circuit samples the input data on a rising clock edge and holds it steady at the
output. The timing diagram for an edge-triggered flip-flop is shown in Fig.2.4. The
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Fig. 2.3. A sequential logic circuit with an edge-triggered flip-flop.
data must be held constant at the input for a setup time, ts, prior the rising clock
edge and a hold time, th, after the clock edge. The previous data value, x, remains at
the output of the flip-flop for at least a contamination delay, tc, after the rising clock
edge. The sampled data, y, appears at the output after a propagation delay, td, at
most.
s
t ht
c
t
dt
Fig. 2.4. Timing diagram for an edge-triggered flip-flop
The operation of the sequential logic circuit can be understood by following the
data for one clock cycle. When the clock goes high, data (B) is sampled by the flip-
flop and reaches the input of the combinational logic (CL) block along with timed
data from elsewhere in the circuit (A). After the logic delay, tdBY , the result of the
combinational logic (Y) wraps around to the input of the flip-flop and is ready to be
sampled again at the next rising clock edge.
The performance and reliability of a synchronous microprocessor depend on the
long and short-paths. The long-path determines the maximum achievable clock rate
for a microprocessor. In practice, long-path errors can be remedied by simply slowing
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down the clock. Short-path errors, however, cannot be fixed in this way and generally
require delay buffering in the path. Because fixing short-path errors can require
modifying of the circuitry, they are particularly costly during the design cycle.
The correct operation of a synchronous circuit depends on the accuracy of the clock
signal that is delivered to each of the timing circuits. Variations in the clock period at
a single flip-flop (such as in Fig.2.1) or in the arrival time between two flip-flops that
share data can result in long- and short-path errors. Therefore, accurately distributing
the clock signal to the timing circuits is of vital importance to the operation of the
microprocessor.
2.2 Clock Distribution in VLSI Systems
To distribute clock signal, many different approaches have been developed for
designing clock distribution networks (CDNs) in synchronous digital integrated cir-
cuits [27]. The requirement of distributing a tightly controlled clock signal to each
synchronous register on a large non-redundant hierarchically structured integrated
circuit within specific temporal bounds is difficult and problematic. Furthermore, the
tradeoffs that exist among system speed, physical die area, and power dissipation are
greatly affected by the clock distribution network.
The most common strategy for distributing clock signals in VLSI systems is to
insert buffers either at the clock source and/or along a clock path, forming a tree-
based structure called as clock distribution network. Thus, the unique clock source is
usually considered as the root of the tree, the initial portion of the tree as the trunk,
individual paths driving each register as the branches, and the registers being driven
as the leaves. Additionally, a mesh version of tree structure or hybrid structure of
tree and mesh can also be adopted in practical cases.
In this section, we first show the basic timing parameters of clock signal, and then
present the performance metrics of clock distribution networks. We also introduce the
conventional topologies of clock distribution networks in Section 2.2.3. The hierarchy
of clock distribution is discussed in this section.
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2.2.1 Timing Parameters of Clock Signal
The clock signal is characterized by its period, T , which is inversely proportional
to the clock frequency, f . The time during which the clock is active (assuming logic
1 value) is defined as clock width, W . The clock duty cycle w is defined as the ratio
of clock width and clock period, i.e.,
w =
W
T
(2.1)
Usually, the clock signal has a symmetric shape, which implies a 50% duty cycle. This
is also the best we can expect, especially when distributing a high-frequency clock.
Another important point is the ability to precisely control the duty cycle. This point
is of special importance when each phase of the clock is used for logic evaluation, or
when we trigger the clock storage elements on each edge of the clock. Some recently
reported work demonstrates the ability to control the duty cycle to within ±0.5%.
riset fallt
W
T
Fig. 2.5. Clock timing parameters
The timing parameters of clock signal are illustrated in Fig.2.5 where trise (tfall)
is called the signal rise (fall) time.
2.2.2 Performance Metrics of Clock Distribution Networks
As mentioned in the previous sections, clock signals are typically loaded with the
greatest fanout, travel over the longest distances, and operate at the highest speeds of
any signal within the entire system. It is very important to evaluate the performance
of clock distribution networks. Generally, the main performance metrics of a clock
distribution network are the maximum delay and timing uncertainties (i.e., skew and
jitter), which are our crucial concerns when designing a clock distribution network.
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In addition, the power dissipation of clock distribution networks becomes important
with the increase in low-power requirements of VLSI devices and systems. All of
these performance metrics have a significant impact on the design of VLSI systems
and its eventual performance and reliability.
Delay and the Maximum Delay
Clock signal is usually generated externally (e.g. by PLL). By means of a clock
distribution network, clock signal starts from the clock source, then propagates along
different clock paths, and finally arrives at each sink (terminal) that consumes clock
signal. Such a procedure naturally results in certain propagation time d which is
called delay.
Thus, the maximum delay dmax is defined as the maximum value among all the
delay of propagation paths in a clock distribution network, i.e.,
dmax = max{di |i = 1, ..., n} (2.2)
where n is the total clock sinks, number in the clock distribution network. Similarly,
the minimum delay dmin of a clock distribution network is defined as:
dmin = min{di |i = 1, ..., n} (2.3)
The maximum delay is critical to the traditional clocking mode (CDN) VLSI systems,
because it determines the maximum available running frequency of the VLSI systems.
Since the signal period should be greater than the maximum delay, and it is a main
contributor to determine clock period (see the next section for detail), it is definite
that a bigger dmax means a slower available running frequency.
Timing Uncertainties
In a synchronous digital VLSI system, the clock signal regulates the flow of data
through the VLSI systems. Therefore, the system reliability and stability depend
significantly on the ability to accurately relay a clock signal to millions of individual
circuit cells. Any timing error introduced by the clock distribution has the potential to
cause a functional error, particularly if it comes in the long- or short-path. Therefore,
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the timing uncertainty of the clock signal must be estimated and taken into account
in the design stage.
The timing uncertainties in clock distribution networks are categorized as clock
skew and clock jitter [13]. The former one refers to the static difference in clock
arrival time between two clock sinks in the clock network. The later one refers to
dynamic timing uncertainties at a single clock load.
Clock skew is generally caused by unbalanced clock paths or parameters variations
in either devices or interconnects within the clock distribution networks or by static
temperature or voltage variations around the die. It is a spatial variation of clock
signal as distributed through the system [43]. An ideal clock distribution would have
zero skew, although in practice it is sometimes beneficial to intentionally skew the
clock to speed-up specific paths in the design [25,39]. For the purposes of this work,
clock skew refers to the unintended differences in clock timing.
The temporal variation of a signal edge at a given point on a chip is called jitter
[13, 43]. The key measure of jitter for a VLSI system is the period or cycle-to-cycle
jitter, which is the difference between the nominal cycle time and the actual cycle
time. The total clock jitter is the sum of the jitter from the clock source and from
the clock distribution. Power supply noise causes jitter in both the clock source and
the distribution. Crosstalk noise also adds jitter to the clock distribution. Although
clock skew can be helpful or harmful, clock jitter is always bad.
The illustration of clock skew and jitter are portrayed in Fig.2.6.
( )
skewt χ ( )skewt χ
jittert+
jittert−
Fig. 2.6. Clock skew and jitter
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The clock skew of CDN is the main concern in this work, which is the maximum
difference in the arrival time of a clock signal at any two different sinks of a CDN. In
other word, the clock skew χ of a CDN is also referred to as the difference between
the maximum clock delay and the minimum clock delay among all clock paths in the
CDN, i.e.,
χ = dmax − dmin (2.4)
The clock skew can also affect the performance of a VLSI system. For example,
the clock period T for a traditional clocking mode H-Tree CDN should satisfy the
following inequality
T ≥ dmax + χ+ tsu + tds (2.5)
where tsu is setup time of the synchronizing elements, tds is propagation delay within
the synchronizing element. While for a pipelined clocking mode H-Tree CDN, the
clock period T will be
T = max{2× tsegments, 10× χ} (2.6)
by the 10% rule of thumb relating the skew to clock period [42] where tsegments is the
delay of one stage.
Power Dissipation
In a modern VLSI system, the clock distribution network may drive thousands of
registers, creating a large capacitive load that must be efficiently sourced and running
at the highest speed. Furthermore, each transition of the clock signal changes the
state of each capacitive node within the clock distribution network, in contrast with
the switching activity in combinational logic blocks, where the change of logic state
is dependent on the logic function. The combination of large capacitive loads and
a continuous demand for higher clock frequencies has led to an increasingly larger
proportion of the total power of a system dissipated within the clock distribution
network, in some applications much greater than 25% of the total power [23,24].
The battery life in portable devices is proportional to their energy consumption.
In high-performance designs, energy consumption has a large impact on the design
and may limit performance. It is therefore imperative to design the digital circuits,
used in consumer products, that consume the minimum amount of energy for a given
task.
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The primary component of power dissipation in most CMOS-based digital circuits
is dynamic power Pdynamic, which can be expressed as
Pdynamic ∝ CV 2DDfclk (2.7)
where C is load capacitance, VDD is the voltage of power supply, and fclk is the
clock frequency, respectively. So it is possible to reduce dynamic power Pdynamic by
lowering the clock frequency, the power supply, and/or the capacitive load of the
clock distribution network. Lowering the clock frequency, however, conflicts with the
primary goal of developing high-speed VLSI systems. Therefore, for a given circuit
implementation low dynamic power dissipation is best achieved by employing certain
design techniques that either minimize the power supply and/or the capacitive load.
2.2.3 Conventional Clock Distribution Networks
The design methodology and structural topology of the clock distribution network
should be considered in the development of a system for distributing the clock signals.
Various clock distribution strategies have been developed.
Historical Overview
Usually a clock signal was generated using a quartz-crystal-controlled oscillator
that provides an accurate and stable frequency. Given the size limitation of the
quartz crystal, the frequency of such a generated clock signal cannot be very high,
and frequencies in excess of 30-50 MHz are rarely generated using a quartz crystal.
The clock signal is then conditioned and amplified to reach desirable driving strength
before it is applied to the outside pins of a VLSI chip, from which it drives an internal
PLL or DLL. Before reaching the boundaries of the VLSI chip, adjustments to its
shape and form are possible. In contrast, in older computer systems, which consisted
of several electronic cabinets distributed over the computer floor, and which contained
a number of printed circuit boards, adjustments to the clock signal were made at each
level. Thus, the clock signals were distributed over longer distances and over several
levels, including the cabinet, printed circuit boards, and internal modules. Those
separate entities entered by the clock signal were referred to as “logic islands”, in
which some adjusting elements make it possible to control the timing of the leading
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as well as the trailing edge of the clock signal, and to produce an early as well as late
clock signal with reference to the nominal clock.
With the advent of integration, the systems have shrunk dramatically in size.
Today, it is quite common for a processor to have several levels of cache memory
contained entirely on a VLSI chip. The chips capacity for hundreds of millions of
transistors makes it possible to integrate not only one processor but also a multi-
processor system onto a single chip. The inability to introduce tuning elements on
the chip further aggravates the problem of distributing the clock signals precisely in
time, since it is not possible to make further manual adjustment to the clock signal
once it has crossed the boundaries of the VLSI chip. Therefore, careful planning and
design of the on-chip clock distribution network is one of the most critical tasks in
high-performance processor design.
Clock Distribution Networks in Modern VLSI Systems
Typically, the clock signal has to be distributed to several hundreds of thousands
of the clocked storage elements (flip-flops and latches) on a complex processor chip.
Clock paths in a CDN can differ in several attributes, such as the length of the path
(wire), the physical properties of the material along different paths, the differences
in clock buffers on the chip as a consequence of the process variations. The negative
effect of these variations on the synchronous design is that different points on the chip
will receive the clock signal at different moments, which results in a further increase
in both local and global clock uncertainties.
There are several methods for the on-chip clock signal distribution that attempt
to minimize the clock skew and to contain the power dissipated by the clock system.
They are introduced as follows.
The most common clock distribution network is the tree, where buffers are in-
serted along the clock distribution path forming a tree structure. An H-Tree CDN is
illustrated in Fig.2.7 where the inverters inserted in each branch are not portrayed.
In this approach, the primary clock driver is connected to the center of the main “H”
structure. The clock signal is transmitted to the four corners of the main “H”. These
four close to identical clock signals provide the inputs to the next level of the H-tree
hierarchy, represented by the four smaller “H” structures. The distribution process
continues through several levels of progressively smaller “H” structures.
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Fig. 2.7. An H-Tree CDN with level=8
Similar to H-Tree CDN, Variant X-Tree CDN (Fig.2.8) is also proposed in this
work based on the X Architecture (see Chapter 4 for detail).
Both H-Tree and Variant X-Tree are well-balanced CDNs, all paths from the root
(clock source) of tree to all branches have an identical number buffers and the same
length, although the buffers size must be adjusted to match different loads. As a
result, the propagation delay is almost same, which results in a small clock skew. For
a well-balanced tree-based CDN, the uncontrollable clock skew mainly comes from the
variations in process parameters that affect the interconnect impedance/capacitance
and, in particular, any distributed buffer. However, the longer clock path in tree-
based CDN usually causes a bigger delay.
Mesh or grid (see Fig.2.9) is also a popular architecture for distributing clock
signals on a chip. It uses inherent redundant interconnects created by loops to smooth
out undesirable variations between signal nodes spatially distributed over the chip,
and thus results in a lower clock skew. However, the mesh/grid CDN usually occupies
a larger wiring area, and consumes more power.
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Fig. 2.8. A Variant X-Tree CDN with level=8
Fig. 2.9. A mesh CDN
In addition, one imposing problem that has limited the applicability of mesh
architectures is the difficulty in analyzing them with sufficient accuracy. The main
reasons are the huge number of circuit nodes needed to accurately model a fine mesh
in a large design and large number of metal loops present in the mesh CDNs. As a
result, circuit simulators such as SPICE either require inordinate amount of memory
or run-time. In fact, HSPICE (Synopsys) and HSIM (Nassda) failed to analyze even
coarse meshes for an industrial design [17].
Note that the H-Tree and X-Tree clock distribution networks are difficult to im-
plement in those VLSI-based systems which are irregular in nature, such as some cus-
tomized VLSI systems (e.g., ASIC systems). To deal with irregular structure, buffered
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tree topologies integrated with structured custom design methodologies should be
used in the design of the clock distribution networks in order to maximize system
clock frequency, minimize clock delay, and control any deleterious effects of local
(particularly, negative) clock skew. Fig.2.10 shows a trunk-based CDN.
Fig. 2.10. A trunk-based CDN
2.2.4 Hierarchy of Clock Distribution
For the purposes of designing and analyzing clock networks, it is useful to group
the network into different levels: global, regional, and local. Because the clock distri-
bution is a fanout network that gets progressively larger in area and complexity, the
design issues for each level are distinct. This section highlights the properties of these
three levels as they relate to the clock figures-of-merit and explains why different
topologies are suited for each level of the clock distribution.
Global Clock Distribution
The global clock distribution spans from the global clock buffer to the inputs of the
sector buffers. This level of the distribution tends to be the longest in span because
it relays the clock signal from some central point on the die to the sector buffers
located throughout the die. The issues in designing the global tree mostly relate to
signal integrity maintaining a fast edge rate over long wires while not introducing a
large amount of timing uncertainty. Skew and jitter accumulate as the clock signal
propagates through the clock network and both tend to accumulate proportional to
the latency of the path. Because most of the latency occurs in the global clock
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distribution, this is also a primary source of skew and jitter. On the other hand, the
global network drives a small amount of the total capacitance in the clock network
because it is at the upper portion of the fanout network. Therefore, relatively little
power is dissipated at this level of the distribution. From a design point of view,
achieving low timing uncertainty is more critical than reducing power dissipation.
Practically all high-performance microprocessors use some form of length-matched
tree to distribute the clock at the global level. A tree is just a fanout of interconnects
and buffers similar to what is illustrated in Fig.2.5. Often the global level of a clock
distribution is completely symmetric to simplify the design and provide nominally
low skew (assuming no loading variations). The most commonly used topology is a
buffered H-Tree which is shown in Fig.2.7. H-Trees are an extremely popular choice
at this level of the clock distribution because they are a simple pattern that efficiently
and symmetrically covers large areas. H-Trees minimize the distance from the PLL
to the furthest clock pins (without using diagonal traces) and thereby minimize the
interconnect latency. The number of buffer levels within the global network which
also determines the latency depends on the signal dispersion, loss and on the required
power fanout.
Local Clock Distribution
The final level of a clock distribution network is the local level, which is the portion
of the network that follows the clock pin. This network drives the final loads of the
clock distribution and hence consumes the most power. As a rule of thumb, the power
at the local level is about one order of magnitude larger than the power in the global
and regional levels combined, with the only notable exceptions being clock networks
that use a low-impedance grid at the regional level.
The layout of the local grid is generally included in the design of the macro block
and is not the responsibility of global and regional clock network designer. Because
of its relatively limited span, it is sufficient to use automatic layout for this portion of
the clock network. Due to the irregular nature of most macros, the layout is generally
a nonsymmetrical tree which may be length-matched depending on the skew goals for
the distribution. Furthermore, the clock distributed to the clocked storage elements
is often a derivative clock generated locally from the global clock signal.
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2.3 Performance Evaluation of Clock Distribution Network
In this research, we focus mainly on the timing performance of clock distribution
netwoks1, and introduce timing performance evaluation of clock distribution networks
in this section.
2.3.1 Interconnect Delay Modeling
To evaluate the performance of clock distribution network, it is necessary to cal-
culate the total delay that clock signals propagate from clock source to sinks. As the
physical dimensions in VLSI technologies scale down, interconnect delay increasingly
dominates gate delay in determining circuit performance. In this subsection, we will
outline several models for interconnect delay calculation.
Elmore Delay
In the past, many interconnect delay models have been proposed by analyzing
the moments of the impulse response. Asymptotic waveform evaluation (AWE) is a
generalized approach to response approximation by moment matching. It is very ac-
curate but computationally very expensive. Hence, many moment-matching variants
using the first two to four moments have been proposed. Those variants are relatively
much more efficient but less accurate. Nevertheless, they may still be too expensive
to be used within the tight optimization loops of design synthesis and layout tools.
Moreover, for all the models above, the delay is either computed by an iterative pro-
cedure or expressed as a sophisticated implicit function of the design parameters.
Sensitivity information cannot be easily calculated. Therefore, these models provide
little insight into determining the design parameters during design or optimization.
As a result, the Elmore delay model, which is the first moment of the impulse
response, is the most widely used interconnect delay model during design synthesis
and layout. It can be written as a simple, closed-form expression in terms of design
parameters. It is extremely efficient to compute and it provides useful insight for
optimization algorithms.
1Low power dissipation is an important requirement to clock distribution network.
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Some literatures have proven that the Elmore delay is the upper bound on the
actual 50% VDD delay of an RC tree with a ramp input applied and it always over-
estimates the delay [28]. To further improve the accuracy of the Elmore delay model
as well as to extend prediction to include more characteristics of switching, several
extended version of Elmore delay model has been proposed. For example, the 50%
delay (t50%) of a distributed RC line can be expressed as follows [47]:
t50% = Rs(0.693Cint + 0.693CL) +Rint(0.377Cint + 0.693CL) (2.8)
where Rs is the output resistance of driver, CL is the load capacitance, Rint and Cint
are the total resistance and capacitance of the interconnect, respectively.
Distributed RLC Delay Modeling
Although RC delay model is simple and computation-efficient for timing analy-
sis, it is only applicable to highly resistive nets at local and intermediate layers for
low-speed clock signals. As the interconnect length and operating speed entered the
nanoscale regime and gigascale regime, respectively, inductance component becomes
comparable to resistance component in VLSI circuits (especially for Cu-based inter-
connect technology since the copper has a low resistance). Consequently, interconnect
wires on high-speed VLSI chips exhibit more transmission line effects, so we should
study the timing characteristics with transmission line theory for high-speed inter-
connects. To design these wires properly in high-performance circuits, RLC models
and techniques for characterizing the signal transportation are required.
According to [11], transmission line behavior becomes significant when the signal
rise time trise is less than or comparable to the transmission line time-of-flight delay
tf . Here the signal rise time is defined as the time required for the signal to move
from 10% to 90% of its final value, and the time-of-flight is expressed as
tf =
l
v
(2.9)
where l is the line length, and v is the propagation speed.
In contrast to RC interconnects, RLC interconnects behave differently during the
propagation of voltage switching; they have an increased delay, faster slew rate, and
ringing as well as overshoot. These undesirable characteristics may cause undesirable
effects: ringing affects the signal stability of clock since large oscillation can sensed
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erroneously as a transition, thus causing a logic fault; while voltage overshoots may
increase power consumption and degrade the reliability of the gate oxide as well as
of the overall devices. To snap these possible effects, the inclusion of inductance in
timing and noise analyses is necessary, which increases complexity of delay model
significantly.
Similar to the RC delay model, RLC timing can be performed using either general
numerical techniques or analytical solutions. In [12], a distributed RLC delay model
with the consideration of parasitic capacitance of driver has been proposed. The 50%
delay can be obtained using numerical method (Newton-Raphson method). While
in [30], the authors proposed a closed-form solution of 50% delay based on curve-
fitting.
2.3.2 Extraction of Interconnects Parastics Parameters
Parasitic effects are becoming more critical with the increase in performance, den-
sity, complexity, and levels of integration in deep-submicrometer (DSM) or nanoscale
VLSI system designs. Also, for high-speed chip designs, faster on-chip rise times,
longer wire lengths, plus the use of lower resistivity conductors, e.g., Cu and low-k
dielectric insulators (with dielectric constants < 3) require that inductive effects also
be considered.
It is relatively simple to extract the resistance of interconnect. Sheet resistance is
widely used in resistance extraction for VLSI on-chip simulation. To extract resistance
for on-chip interconnects in high frequencies system, however, skin and proximity
effects should be considered. These effects are frequency dependent, and will increase
wire resistance at high frequencies.
Capacitance extraction is challengeable. To model interconnect capacitance, both
capacitance to the ground or substrate as well as capacitance to the neighboring wires
need to be taken into account. Many literatures have been published for capacitance
extraction [19,48].
Based on the definition of inductance, identification of current loops is necessary
to calculate inductance. Because of multiple wires around the current-carrying wire
need to be included for any possible current return paths. The substrate may also
offer return paths for signals, therefore, its effects need to be included in the simu-
lation. Skin and proximity effects also affect current return paths and decrease wire
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inductance at high frequencies. The frequency dependence of inductance is impor-
tant, especially when there is a ground plane, substrate, or other conductive grids
nearby the interconnects.
2.3.3 Statistical Timing Analysis
Under true operating conditions, the parameters chosen by the circuit designer
are perturbed from their nominal values due to various types of variations. As a
consequence, a single SPICE-level transistor or interconnect model (or an abstraction
thereof) is seldom an adequate predictor of the exact behavior of a circuit. These
sources of variation can broadly be categorized into two classes [15,49]:
(1) Process variations result from perturbations in the fabrication process, due to
which the nominal values of parameters such as the effective channel length (Leff ),
the oxide thickness (tox), the dopant concentration (Na), the transistor width (w),
the interlayer dielectric (ILD) thickness (tILD), and the interconnect height and width
(hint and wint, respectively).
(2) Environmental variations arise due to changes in the operating environment
of the circuit, such as the temperature or variations in the supply voltage (VDD and
ground) levels. There is a wide body of work on analysis techniques to determine
environmental variations, both for thermal issues, and for supply net analysis.
Both of these types of variations can result in changes in the timing and power
characteristics of a circuit.
Process variations can also be classified into the following categories [15, 49]:
(1) Inter-die variations: are the variations from die to die, and affect all the devices
on same chip in the same way, e.g., they may cause all of the transistor gate lengths
of devices on the same chip to be larger or all of them to be smaller.
(2) Intra-die variations: correspond to variability within a single chip, and may
affect different devices differently on the same chip, e.g., they may result in some
devices having smaller oxide thicknesses than the nominal, while others may have
larger oxide thicknesses.
Inter-die variations have been a longstanding design issue, and for several decades,
designers have striven to make their circuits robust under the unpredictability of such
variations. This has typically been achieved by simulating the design at not just one
design point, but at multiple “corners”. These corners are chosen to encapsulate the
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behavior of the circuit under worst-case variations, and have served designers well in
the past. In nanometer technologies, designs are increasingly subjected to numerous
sources of variation, and these variations are too complex to capture within a small
set of process corners.
In nanometer technologies, intra-die variations have become significant and can
no longer be ignored. As a result, a process corner based methodology, which would
simulate the entire chip at a small number of design corners, is no longer sustainable.
A true picture of the variations would use one process corner in each region of the
chip, but it is clear that the number of simulations would increase exponentially with
the number of such regions. This implies that if a small number of process corners are
to be chosen, they must be very conservative and pessimistic. For true accuracy, this
can be overcome by using a larger number of process corners, but this number may
be too large to permit computational efficiency. Furthermore, traditional analysis is
limited to verifying the functional correctness by simulating the design at a number
of process corners.
However, worst case conditions in a circuit may not always occur with all pa-
rameters at their worst or best process conditions. As an example, the worst case
for a pipeline stage when the wires within the logic are at their slowest process cor-
ner and the wires responsible for clock delay or skew between two stages is at the
best case corner. However, a single corner file cannot simultaneously model best-case
and worst-case process parameters for different interconnects in a single simulation.
Hence, a traditional analysis requires that two parts of the design are simulated sepa-
rately, resulting in a less unified, more cumbersome and less reliable analysis approach.
The strength of statistical analysis is that the impact of parameter variation on all
portions of a design are simultaneously captured in a single comprehensive analysis,
allowing correlations and impact on yield to be properly understood.
As the magnitude of process variations have grown, there has been an increasing
realization that traditional design methodologies (for both analysis and optimization)
are no longer acceptable. For example, the magnitude of process variations in gate
length (Leff ) are predicted to increase from 35% in a 130nm technology to almost
60% in 70nm technology. These variations are generally specified as the fraction 3σ/µ
where the σ and µ are the standard deviation and mean of the process parameter,
respectively. Thus a 60% variation in 70nm technology implies that the standard
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deviation of the distribution of gate length across large number of samples is 14nm.
With variations as large as these, it become extremely important that designers treat
these variation in statistical manner rather than using guard-bands in deterministic
analysis.
Many works related to statistical timing analysis have been published in recent
years, see, for example, [6, 7, 16, 21,34,49].
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Chapter 3
H-TREE CLOCK DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS IN
PRESENCE OF PROCESS VARIATIONS AND
INDUCTANCE EFFECTS
The evolution of VLSI chips towards larger die size and faster clock speed makes
the clock distribution an increasingly important problem. H-Tree clock distribution
networks (CDNs) are widely used to reduce the clock skew, but they may suffer from
the process variation problem. With the increase of clock speed, the impact of on-
chip inductance upon path delay has also become a significant issue. In this research,
we study the performance of H-Tree CDNs when both the process variations and
inductance effects are jointly taken into account. The impacts of possible coupling
effects between adjacent wires upon the performance of an H-Tree CDN will also be
addressed in this research. The results presented here will be helpful for assessing the
real performance of a high speed H-Tree clock distribution network.
3.1 Introduction
The evolution of VLSI chips towards larger die size and faster clock speed makes
the clock distribution an increasingly important issue. The clock distribution net-
works (CDNs), which are used to synchronize the data flows among different data
paths in a digital synchronous system, can significantly affect the overall system per-
formance and reliability [27]. Unfortunately, the performance of a clock distribution
network is vulnerable to many factors, such as the systematic or random process vari-
ations, the interconnect layout-dependent coupling effects, on-chip inductance effects,
IR-drop, etc.
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To evaluate the performance of a CDN, we usually need to study the maximum
clock delay and clock skew of it, where the clock skew is defined as the difference
between the maximum clock delay and the minimum clock delay among all clock
paths (interconnects) in the CDN. The clock skew arises mainly from unbalanced
delays due to the unequal clock path lengths between clock source and different
modules as well as from process variations that cause clock path delay variations [27].
To deal with the clock skew problem, a common way is to adopt the well-balanced
H-tree CDNs [5]. For a well-balanced H-tree CDN, the uncontrollable clock skew
mainly comes from the variations in process parameters that affect the interconnect
impedance/capacitance and, in particular, any distributed buffer amplifiers [5, 34],
Extensive research efforts have been devoted to studying and modeling the impacts
of process variations upon the clock skew of a CDN, see, for example, [21, 33,34].
With the dramatic increase in clock speed and a significant decrease in the feature
size in current high-speed VLSI circuits, the on-chip line inductive effects (in addi-
tion to the resistance and capacitance) will significantly affect the interconnect delay
and cannot be neglected anymore in the performance evaluation of CDNs, especially
for the CDNs with long interconnect lengths and a small signal rise time [12, 18, 31].
Furthermore, adopting the new materials with a low-resistance (e.g. copper) in VLSI
fabrication makes inductive effects more significant for a global clock distribution net-
work, where many long and wide wires are usually required. Therefore, the inductive
effects of interconnects should be carefully addressed in the performance evaluation
of modern high performance CDNs.
Although many papers about inductance effects or process variations have been
published, to the best of our knowledge, however, no results have been reported about
the performance evaluation in terms of maximum clock delay and clock skew of an
H-Tree CDN when both the inductance effects and process variations are simultane-
ously considered. Thus, this research is devoted to the real performance evaluation
of a high-speed H-Tree CDN when both the process variations and inductance effects
are jointly considered. In particular, we will study the impact of possible coupling
effects(including inductance coupling effect and capacitance coupling effect) between
adjacent interconnects upon the performance of an H-Tree CDN. We will also investi-
gate how the spatial dependent components and the magnitude of process variations
affect the performance of an H-Tree CDN.
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The rest of this research is organized as follows. Some preliminaries about process
variations and inductance effects are introduced in Section 3.2. The delay evaluation
models are described in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, the simulation methodology is
presented. The simulation results and discussion are provided in Section 3.6. Finally,
in Section 3.7, we conclude this research.
3.2 Process Variations and Inductance Effects
In the manufacturing process of a VLSI system, some uncertainties (process vari-
ations) may arise due to the parameter fluctuations of devices or environment, which
make the overall performance of the system vary with these inherent and unavoidable
fluctuations. In general, the parameter fluctuation consists of inter-die (die-to-die)
parameter fluctuation and intra-die (within-die) parameter fluctuation.
Integrated circuits have always been vulnerable to inherent inter-die and intra-die
parameter fluctuations in the manufacturing process. Die-to-die parameter fluctu-
ations resulting from lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer, and a portion of the within-wafer
variations affect every element on a chip equally. Conversely, within-die parameter
fluctuations consisting of both random and systematic components produce a non-
uniformity of electrical characteristics cross the chip.
Examples of the lot-to-lot and wafer-to-wafer variations include processing tem-
peratures, equipment properties,wafer polishing, and wafer placement. The within-
wafer variations have contributions to both die-to-die and within-die fluctuations. An
example of the within-wafer variations that impact the die-todie fluctuations is the
resist thickness across the wafer, which is random from wafer to wafer, but deter-
ministic within the wafer. The aberrations in the stepper lens are an example of
systematic within-die variations. As an example of random within-die fluctuations,
the placement of dopant atoms in the device channel region, which is an intrinsic
effect since it cannot be eliminated by external control of conventional manufacturing
processes, varies randomly and independently from device to device.
Traditionally, die-to-die fluctuations have been the main concern in CMOS digital
circuit designs, and the within-die fluctuations have been neglected. As polysilicon
gate lengths have decreased below the wavelength of light used in the optical lithogra-
phy process, however, the systematic and random within-die fluctuations of channel
length have exceeded the die-to-die fluctuations. Thus, within-die fluctuations are a
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growing threat to the performance and functionality of future gigascale integration
(GSI) [15].
The importance of accurately estimating the impact of parameter fluctuations on
circuit performance is directly related to a company s overall revenue. An overesti-
mation increases the design complexity, possibly leading to an increase in design time,
an increase in die size, rejection of otherwise good designs, and even missed market
windows. Conversely, an underestimation can compromise the product s performance
and overall yield as well as increase the silicon debug time. In summary, overestimat-
ing fluctuations impacts the design effort, and underestimating fluctuations impacts
the manufacturing effort.
The process variations may affect both the geometry parameters of devices (e.g.
inverter) and the geometry parameters of interconnects (such as length, width and
thickness) in VLSI systems. In nanoscale process or deep sub-micromicron (DSM)
process, the parameter fluctuations impose a growing threat to the system perfor-
mance, especially for the gigascale interconnection systems where the polysilicon gate
length has decreased below the wavelength of light used in the optical lithography
process [15]. It is predicted that in a 130nm technology [49], the variation magni-
tude in gate length of n-MOS and p-MOS can be as high as 35% (specified by the
fraction 3δ/µ, where δ and µ are the standard derivation and mean of gate length,
respectively).
In this research, we consider both the interconnect parameters variation and device
parameters variation in our analysis. For a parameter, its variation σ can be generally
modeled as:
σ = σInter−die + σIntra−die,global + σIntra−die,local + ε (3.1)
where σInter−die, σIntra−die,global, σIntra−die,local are its inter-die variation, location-
dependent global intra-die variation and local intra-die variation, respectively, and
ε is a random component. For a die, its global intra-die variation can be modeled
by a simple radial distribution [15, 21, 40], where the variation at the location (x, y)
(normalized coordinates across the die) is expressed as
σIntra−die,global = σ0 + σx · x+ σy · y (3.2)
here σ0 is the location-independent component of variation, σx and σy are the gra-
dients of parameter indicating the spatial variations of parameter along the x and y
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directions, respectively. Therefore, the actual value p of a parameter can be formally
expressed as:
p = p0(1 + σ) (3.3)
where p0 is the nominal design value and σ is the overall variation of the parameter.
It is notable that the overall variation of a parameter under process variations can
be modeled by the Gaussian Distribution [37], so we can simply use the traditional
Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the clock skew and the maximum/minimum clock
delay of a CDN when the parameter variations are fully considered.
With the increase of clock speed, the impact of line inductance upon path delay
has also become a significant issue [31, 45]. Based on the transmission line theory,
the line inductance can affect the circuit performance in two distinct ways [12]. First,
it can affect the rise/fall time and the signal delay through an interconnect. The
inductance usually results in a faster slew rate due to the fact that when a positive
voltage is applied to an inductor, it takes some time to build up the charging current.
Once the current is established, however, this current supply will continue for some
time, resulting in an overall faster transition time and a reduced gate delay. Second,
the inductance may cause the reflection and thus the overshoot/undershoots effects,
because the line inductance is a part of characteristic impedance. It is notable that
such overshoot/undershoots effects may cause the reliability problem to circuits [18].
Therefore, the line inductance can significantly affect circuit behavior when it becomes
comparable with resistance component and thus can not be neglected anymore in the
circuit behavior analysis.
3.3 Interconnect Delay Calculation
In this section, we introduce the interconnect delay models with or without the
consideration of inductance effect. The models for the coupling capacitance and
coupling inductance between adjacent wires (lines) are also introduced in this section.
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3.3.1 RC Delay Model
For the comparison with the RLC delay model considering the inductance effect,
here we first introduce the the traditional simple RC delay model [47], where the
possible inductance effect is ignored. According to the RC model, the 50% signal
delay (including both the gate delay and interconnect delay) can be estimated as:
τ = Rs(0.693Cint + 0.693CL) +Rint(0.377Cint + 0.693CL) (3.4)
where Rs is the output resistance of driver, CL is the load capacitance, Rint and Cint
are the total resistance and capacitance of the interconnect, respectively. It is notable
that although the formula (4) is simple and efficient for low speed circuits, it can not
be used to efficiently model the interconnection delay of modern high-speed VLSI
systems, where the inductance effect becomes non-negligible.
3.3.2 RLC Delay Model
As the interconnect length and operating speed entered the nanoscale regime
and gigascale regime, respectively, the inductance component becomes comparable to
resistance component in circuits of VLSI (specially for Cu-based interconnect tech-
nology with a low resistance) [31]. Thus, the more advanced RLC model should be
adopted to fully analyze the real performance of modern CDNs.
Let’s consider the typical driver-interconnect-load structure used for delay anal-
ysis [12] (Fig.3.1), where the line considered is an uniform line with resistance r,
capacitance c, and inductance l per unit length respectively, driven by an inverter
of series resistance Rs and output parasitic capacitance Cp, and driving an identical
inverter with load capacitance CL. If we assume that the output resistance, output
sR
( )iv t
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o
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PC
LC
rdx ldx
cdx
h
Fig. 3.1. Equivalent circuit of driver-interconnect-load structure
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parasitic capacitance, and input capacitance of a minimum sized inverter are rs, cp,
and c0, respectively, then for a repeater that is k times of the minimum sized repeater,
its parameters Rs, Cp and C0 are given by Rs = rs/k, Cp = cpk and C0 = c0k. Based
on the delay analysis structure in Fig.?? and the parameters defined above, we can
calculate the interconnect delay as follows.
According to the ABCD parameter matrix, the input-output transfer function of
the circuit in Fig.3.1 is given by [22]
H(s) =
Vo(s)
Vi(s)
=
1
[1 + sRs(Cp + CL)] cos(θh) + [
Rs
Z0
+ sCLZ0 + s2RsCpCLZ0] sin(θh)
(3.5)
Since the step-response of this circuit is given by Vo(s) =
1
s
H(s) in the Laplace
domain, so a second order Pade´ expansion of the transfer function is
H(s) ≈ 1
1 + sb1 + s2b2
where
b1 = Rs(Cp + CL) +
rch2
2!
+Rsch+ CLrh
b2 =
lch2
2!
+
r2c2h4
4!
+Rs(Cp + CL)
rch2
2!
+ (Rsch
+CLrh)
rch2
3!
+ (CLlh+RsCpCLrh)
(3.6)
The two poles of the above transfer function are
s1,2 =
−b1 ±
√
b21 − 4b2
2b2
By taking the inverse Laplace transform of 1
s
H(s), the output voltage of the circuit
in Fig. 3.1 is given by
v(t) = V0
[
1− s2
s2 − s1 e
s1t +
s1
s2 − s1 e
s2t
]
(3.7)
Finally, the f × 100% (where 0 ≤ f < 1) delay of the circuit in Figure 3.1 can be
calculated based on the Equation (3.7) with the Newton-Raphson method when a
step input is applied.
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3.3.3 Parasitics Extraction of Interconnects without considering coupling
effects
The Equations (4)-(7) indicate that we need to extract the parasitic parame-
ters (resistance, capacitance and inductance) for the evaluation of interconnect delay.
Here, we first introduce the method of parasitics extraction when the coupling capac-
itance and coupling inductance between adjacent wires are ignored.
The interconnect resistances Rint can be simply evaluated as Rint = r · l/w, where
r, l and w are the resistance of unit length interconnect, the interconnect length and
interconnect width, respectively.
For the evaluation of capacitance, we adopt a quasi-3D on-chip capacitance model
proposed in [48] to calculate the self component of interconnect capacitance. The
main idea of this capacitance model is to decompose a 3D wire structure into a series
of 2D segments to achieve an efficient and accurate capacitance extraction for the 3D
wire.
Finally, for the inductance used in the RLC delay model, we adopt the following
model proposed in [46] to calculate the self inductance of a wire1:
Lself =
µ0
2pi
[
l ln(
2l
w + t
) +
l
2
+ 0.2235(w + t)
]
(3.8)
where l is the length of the wire, w and t are the width and thickness of the rectangular
cross section of wire, respectively.
3.3.4 Parasitics Extraction Considering Coupling Effects
With the development of technology, the on-chip coupling capacitance and cou-
pling inductance 2 are becoming dominating factors for complex layout [41,46]. When
coupling effects are considered in delay calculation, we need to additionally consider
only the coupling capacitance in the RC model, but we need to take into account
both the coupling capacitance and coupling inductance in the RLC model.
Typically, interconnects on one layer of metal are routed in one direction and
interconnects on the neighboring metal layers are routed in the orthogonal direction,
1The coupling inductance (mutual inductance) will be discussed in next subsection.
2We refer to the coupling inductance and coupling capacitance between neighboring wires on a chip
as the coupling effects in this research.
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so the capacitive and inductive coupling effects between different metal layers are
negligible compared to corresponding coupling effects within a layer. Notice that the
coupling effects between a wire and its adjacent wire(s) are much significant than
the coupling effects between the wire and other non-adjacent wires [12], so we will
consider here only the coupling effects between a wire and its adjacent wire(s) within
a layer.
For two adjacent wires depicted in Fig.3.2, the coupling capacitance cij between
wires i with length l and j with length m can be calculated as [32]:
cij =
∧
fij lij
dij
(1− xi + xj
2dij
) (3.9)
where
∧
fij is unit-length fringing capacitance between wires i and j, xi and xj are the
ijd
l
m
i jl
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Fig. 3.2. Coupling capacitance between two adjacent wires
width of i and j respectively. We can see from (3.9) that the coupling capacitance cij
between two neighboring wires i and j is proportional to the overlapping length lij
but inversely proportional to the center-to-center distance dij.
Notice that it is usually formidable to extract the accurate interconnect induc-
tance, because the current return path there is very complicated in a real chip. Thus,
to make the evaluation of interconnect inductance tractable, we adopt here the for-
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mulas proposed in [46] to extract the inductance. For the coupling scenario illustrated
in Fig. 3.2, the mutual inductance between two wires is given by [46]:
M =
µ0
4pi
 (l − lij) ln( l+m−lijl−lij ) +m ln( l+m−lijm−lij )
+lij ln(
4lij(m−lij)
d2ij
)− 2lij
 (3.10)
3.4 Simulation Methodology
In this section, we first describe the H-Tree routing structure, we then introduce
the simulation set up and also the parameters setting issue.
3.4.1 H-Tree CDNs
The H-Tree CDNs are widely used to reduce clock skew due to their well-balanced
structure and equal clock paths. An H-Tree CDN with level=6 is illustrated in the
Fig. 3.3, which is used to distribute the clock signal to 26 = 64 processor elements
(PEs).
Fig. 3.3. An H-Tree CDN for 64 PEs
An H-Tree CDN can be represented by a binary tree, and the total delay of a
clock path from source to a PE can be calculated by summarizing the delay of all
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branches along this path. For an H-tree CDN, an inverter is usually inserted into
each branch to drive the downstream interconnect (Inverters in different branches are
not illustrated in Fig.3.3). Thus, we can apply the Equation (3.7) for RLC delay
calculation and apply the Equation (3.4) for RC delay calculation for all branches of
the H-Tree CDN.
Since the wires with different directions are usually routed in different metal layers
to make the routing problem less complex, so the H-Tree CDNs used for performance
evaluation in this research will be routed in two metal layers (each for one direction).
For each clock signal wire, a ground line and a power line will be placed on either
side of it as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Based on the above placement, the coupling
capacitance between a clock signal wire and its adjacent power/ground wires can be
computed by the Equation (3.9), while the loop inductance (Lloop) of the clock signal
wire interconnects is given by following Equation (3.11):
Lloop = Lself clock + Lself power − 2Mclock power (3.11)
where Lself clock and Lself power are the self inductance of clock and power wire, re-
spectively, and they can be evaluated by the Equation (??). The Mclock power is the
mutual inductance between the clock and power wires, and it can be calculated using
the formulas of mutual inductance proposed in [46].
Power
Clock
Ground
pitch
Fig. 3.4. Routing structure of clock wire and P/G wires
3.4.2 Simulation Setup
To fully investigate the performance of H-Tree CDNs in presence of both process
variations and inductive effects, we consider here two types of CDNs: the CDNs used
for global clock distribution in a SoC/NoC chip and the CDNs used for local clock
distribution within a module of the chip.
For the simulation of an H-Tree CDN used for global clock distribution to different
PEs in a SoC/NoC chip (we refer to it as CDN-G hereafter), we assume that the
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effective area of each PE is 0.2mm× 0.2mm while its tile area is 0.25mm× 0.25mm.
The input capacitance (load capacitance) of each PE is assumed to be 0.1pF [34], and
the width of power/ground wire is assumed to be 2 times as that of the clock signal
wire. The pitch between power lines and ground lines is determined by the approach
proposed in [18] to obtain the optimal inductance.
For the performance simulation of an H-Tree CDN used for local clock distribution
within a functional unit (abbreviated as CDN-L hereafter), the distance between clock
sinks is set to be 25µm, and the input capacitance of each clock sink is also assumed
to be 0.1pF. The geometry size of power/gound lines is set to be the same as that
of the clock signal wires. The pitch between power lines and ground lines is set to
1.2µm.
Since the main target of this research is to investigate the effects of process vari-
ations and inductance upon the H-Tree CDNs, so we assume in our simulation that
the power grid is ideal (i.e., it is free of IR-drop,voltage fluctuation, etc).
To understand how the spatial dependence (i.e. spatial correlation) of intra-die
components in process variations impacts the performance of CDNs,3 we consider two
scenarios in our simulation: in the first scenario, we regard the intra-die components
of process variations as mutually independent(i.e.,we don’t consider the spatial cor-
relation), while in the second scenario, we assume that the intra-die component of
process variations is systematic and obeys the radial distribution given by Equation
(3.2).
Finally, to investigate the sensitivity of CDNs performance to the process varia-
tions, we let the standard deviation of parameters vary from 3% to 21% in our simula-
tions and check the effect of this standard deviation’s variation upon the overall CDNs
performance. It is notable that the above range of variance variation corresponds to
a range 9%–63% for the magnitude of process variation.4
The main steps for simulation are summarized as the follows.
(1) Determine the layout of H-Tree CDN.
(2) Generate independent random data set that follows the Gaussian distribution.
3The intra-die variation becomes more significant than the inter-die variation for modern deep sub-
micrometer technology [15,21], so we mainly investigate the effects of the first variation here.
4The magnitude of process variation (please refer to the Section 2 for its definition) is predicted as
high as 60% in a 70nm technology [49].
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(3) Map the random data to fluctuations of physical dimensions of interconnects
and device parameters.
(4) Compute electrical parameters.
(5) Compute the delay of each clock path in the clock distribution network.
(6) Find the minimum/maximum delay and skew.
(7) Evaluate the mean values of the maximum delay and clock skew, and their stan-
dard deviations.
To get a stable estimations of the maximum clock delay and clock skew, all simulations
are conducted one million times.
3.4.3 Parameters Setting
Our simulation will be conducted based on a 70nm Cu CMOS technology under
the Berkeley Predictive Technology Model (BPTM) [1]. We suppose that a 100X size
inverter is inserted into each branch of an H-Tree CDN, and the mean values and
standard deviations of some key parameters are summarized in Table 3.1. Where
Table 3.1
Mean values and standard deviations of major process parameters
Parameter VTN(V) VTP (V) tox(
◦
A) µN(cm
2/V · s)
Mean 0.2 -0.22 25 600
SD 0.01 0.011 12.5 30.0
Parameter t(nm) w(nm) fox(nm) µP (cm
2/V · s)
Mean 600 450 800 140
SD 30 22 40 7.0
tox is the gate oxide thickness, µ is the charge carrier mobility, VT is the threshold
voltage, the interconnection line is with width w and thickness t on an oxide layer
of thickness fox. The calculation of output resistance Rs of inverter is the same as
that of [34], and the evaluation of parasitics capacitance Cp is based on the equations
proposed in [56].
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The fluctuations of geometry parameters of inverter and wire are all considered as
the normal distribution and the magnitude of process variations is set to a conservative
value 15%, i.e., the standard deviation of a parameter is 5% of its nominal value.
3.5 Verification of the simulation program
To verify our simulation program based on the distributed RLC delay model in
this chapter, we first conducted several simulations on a small scale level-2 H-Tree
CDN illustrated in Fig.3.5. Notice that an inverter is inserted at the beginning of each
branch in the CDN and it is also portrayed explicitly in the figure. Since each branch
can be modeled as a distributed RLC circuit in which a parent inverter drives two
sub stream inverters as illustrated in Fig.3.6, we can calculate the propagation delay
of each branch segment in the clock paths using the distributed RLC delay model
described in this chapter. The total propagation delay from clock source driver to a
PE is the sum of propagation delay of all segments along the clock path. In detail, we
first calculated the RLC delay of all clock paths from the clock driver to each PE with
our simulation program, and then compared the results with the delay calculated by
Synopsys HSPICE.
PE 1
PE 2
PE 3
PE 4
Fig. 3.5. An H-Tree CDN with level=2
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Fig. 3.6. A branch circuit in an H-Tree CDN
The test simulations are based on the 130nm parameter provided by BPTM. The
distance between PEs is set to be 100µm in the H-Tree CDN. Here, we assume that
the size of inverter is 50X than the minimum size inverter. The other parameters are
the same as those listed in Section 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.3.
We conducted the simulations 1000 times. The simulation results are listed in
Table 3.2 where both mean value and standard deviations of delay are calculated.
Table 3.2
Simulation results of the level-2 H-Tree CDN
Clock Sinks
Simulation
Program (ps)
HSPICE (ps) Differences [ps (%)]
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
PE 1 22.4 1.2 21.8 0.9 0.6 (2.7) 0.3 (25)
PE 2 24.6 1.1 23.8 1.2 0.8 (3.3) 0.1 (9.1)
PE 3 23.7 1.3 22.5 1.1 1.2 (5.1) 0.2 (15.3)
PE 4 23.9 1.4 22.3 1.2 1.6 (6.7) 0.2 (14.3)
Average 23.65 1.25 22.6 1.1 1.05 (4.4) 0.2 (15.9)
Based on the simulation results, we can observe that the average delay difference
between our simulation program and HSPICE is 4.4% and the corresponding result of
their SDs is about 15.9%. Therefore, we confirm that the accuracy of our simulation
program is enough to estimate the performance of H-Tree CDN in this research.
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3.6 Performance Evaluation Results
In this section, we first investigate how the inductance effect and process variations
affect the performance of a CDN, then we explore the effects of coupling on the
performance of CDNs. In the last two subsections, we will study how the spatial
dependence of process variations affect the performance of CDNs and analyze the
sensitivity of CDNs performance to the process variations.
3.6.1 Effects of Inductance and Process Variations on H-Tree CDNs
To study how the inductance effect, in addition to the process variations, affect
the performance of a CDN, we simulated the mean value and standard deviations of
the maximum clock delay and clock skew for both CDN-G and CDN-L when the RC
delay model and the RLC delay model were adopted, respectively.
For CDN-G with different size (determined by the number of PEs), the simulation
results for the mean values of the maximum clock delay and the clock skew are
summarized in Fig.3.7 and the results of their standard deviations are illustrated
in Fig.3.8. The corresponding results of CDN-L are shown in Fig.3.9 and Fig.3.10,
respectively.
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Fig. 3.7. Mean value of the maximum delay and skew in CDN-G (RC vs. RLC)
The Fig.3.7∼Fig.3.10 all indicate that for either the CDN-G or the CDN-L, the
simulation results of both clock skew and clock delay based on the RLC model are
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Fig. 3.8. Standard deviations of the maximum delay and skew in
CDN-G (RC vs. RLC)
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Fig. 3.9. Mean value of the maximum delay and skew in CDN-L (RC vs. RLC)
very different from that of the RC model. For example, for the CDN-G with 64
PEs (Level=6), we can see from the Fig.3.7 that the mean value of the maximum
delay and skew are 471.7ps and 72.2ps when the RC model is adopted, while their
corresponding values for RLC model are 735.9ps and 91.1ps, respectively. Thus, for
this example, the RC delay model and the RLC delay model can cause about 56%
differences in the maximum delay estimation and about 26% difference in the clock
skew estimation. Similarly, we can find from the Fig.6 that for this example, the
corresponding standard deviation of the maximum delay and clock skew estimation
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Fig. 3.10. Standard deviations of the maximum delay and skew in
CDN-L (RC vs. RLC)
are about 16.7ps and 11.4ps for the RC model, 20.3ps and 14.2ps for the RLC model.
So both models can cause about 25% difference in the standard deviation estimation
of the maximum delay and clock skew. Similar estimation behaviors of RC and
RLC model can also observed in the Fig.3.9 and Fig.3.10 for the small scale CDN-L
networks. All the results in Fig.3.7∼Fig.3.10 clearly show that the inductance has a
significant impact on the timing issues and thus the performance of both CDN-G and
CDN-L networks, especially for the deep-submeter or nanoscale VLSI chips, where
the lower resistance lines exhibit more inductance effects so the reactive component
of lines impedance is comparable to the resistive component.
A further observation of Fig.3.7 and Fig.3.9 reveals that for both the clock delay
and clock skew, although the estimation differences between the RC model and the
RLC model in either CDN-G or CDN-L always grow as their size increases5, the
estimation difference for CDN-L increases more significantly than its CDN-G coun-
terpart. For example, when the CDN level grows from 4 to 10, the results in Fig.3.7
show that the estimation difference for the maximum delay of a CDN-G network
increases 56% (from 118% to 174%) and the estimation difference of its clock skew
increases 42% (from 121% to 163%), while the results in Fig.3.9 for the CDN-L net-
work indicate that the estimation difference of its maximum delay increases as high
5The estimation difference is defined by the fraction (tRLC − tRC)/tRC , where the tRLC , tRC are
the clock delay (or skew) based on the RLC model and the RC model, respectively.
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as 76% (from 190% to 266%) and the estimation difference of its clock skew sig-
nificantly increases 70% (from 227% to 297%). The above changes in the increase
rate of estimation difference between the CDN-G and CDN-L are mainly due to the
following reasons. First, the geometry size and layout (e.g., the width and pitch of
power/ground lines) of CDN-G are different from that of its CDN-L counterpart, so
their parasitics capacitance and inductance are very different. Second, in CDN-G
we adopted an design proposed in [18] to obtain the optimum inductance while we
did not do so in CDN-L, because we don’t have much freedom in CDN-L to conduct
inductance optimization (e.g. wire sizing and spacing etc.) due to the more strict
design constraints there (such as the physical design limit).
The results in both Fig.3.8 and Fig.3.10 reveal that due to the same reasons
above, the standard deviation estimations of the maximum delay and clock skew also
follow the similar trends as that of their mean values. That is to say, the estimation
differences between the RC model and the RLC model in both the CDN-G and
CDN-L networks always grow as their size increases, but the estimation difference for
CDN-L increases more significantly than its CDN-G counterpart.
The results in this subsection indicate clearly that the delay and skew estimations
based the RC delay model are much more optimistic than that of the RLC delay
model, especially for the CDN-L networks, so the RC delay model may significantly
overestimate the performance of H-Tree CDNs. Thus, the RLC model should be
adopted in the performance evaluation of modern high performance CDNs to capture
the increasing inductive effects. It is also notable that neglecting the inductance effect
in performance verification of modern VLSI systems can even cause catastrophic logic
failure or reliability problem, see, for example, [12].
3.6.2 Coupling Effects on Performance of H-Tree CDNs
To demonstrate the effect of coupling effects (coupling capacitance and coupling
inductance) upon the performance of H-Tree CDNs, we further simulated the perfor-
mance of H-Tree CDNs for both the cases when the coupling effects are considered
and not considered, respectively. Since the performance trends of the CDN-G and
CDN-L are very similar, so we include only the performance evaluation results of
the CDN-L for discussion in this section and also in the following sections. Notice
that the inductance effect is crucial to the performance evaluation of H-Tree CDNs as
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discussed in the last section, so we adopted the RLC delay model in our simulation
for the interconnect delay evaluation.
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Fig. 3.11. Mean value of the maximum delay and skew in CDN-L (RLC model)
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Fig. 3.12. Standard deviations of the maximum delay and skew in
CDN-L (RLC model)
For both the cases considering and not considering the coupling effects, the simula-
tion results of the mean values of the maximum delay and clock skew are summarized
in Fig.3.11, while the corresponding results of their standard deviations are summa-
rized in Fig.3.12. We can observe from both Fig.3.11 and Fig.3.12 that the coupling
effects, in addition to the inductance effect and process variations, can also signifi-
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cantly affect the performance of H-Tree CDNs. For the H-Tree CDN driving 64 clock
sinks, the maximum delay considering the coupling effects is 120ps, which is almost
1.5 times as that of the 84ps maximum clock delay obtained without considering the
coupling effects. Similarly, the clock skew of the CDN is 13ps when the coupling
effects are considered, which is also significantly higher than the skew 9ps when the
coupling effects are neglected. The results in Fig.3.12 indicate that the standard de-
viations of both the maximum delay and clock skew also become greater when the
coupling effects are taken into account in the delay evaluation.
It is interesting to notice from Fig.3.11 and Fig.3.12 that although in general the
mean value and standard deviations of the maximum delay and clock skew increase
as the network size grows for both cases considering and not considering coupling
effects, the estimation differences of the mean values between these two cases (defined
similarly as that in Section 3.6.1) vary differently from the corresponding estimation
differences of standard deviation. For example, when the level of CDN-L grows from
4 to 10, the results in Fig.3.11 show that the estimation difference of the mean value
of the maximum delay increases about 70% (from 33% to 107%) and the estimation
difference of clock skew increases only slightly (from 70% to 71%), while the results
in Fig.3.12 indicate that the estimation difference of standard deviation for clock
skew increases about 7% (from 87% to 94%) but the corresponding results for the
maximum delay decreases about 26% (from 91% to 65%).
3.6.3 Impact of Spatial Dependence of Process Variations
In order to investigate how the spatially dependent components of process vari-
ations affect the performance of CDNs, we also conducted the simulations when the
process variations are determined by a simple radial distribution (see Equation (3.2))
to mimic the effects of spatial dependence of process variations. Based on the results
in [15], we assumed that spatial variation of parameter is less than 10% in our sim-
ulation. Following the same arguments as that of section 3.6.1 and section 3.6.2, we
only conducted the simulations for the CDN-L networks when both the inductance
effect (by using RLC model) and the coupling effects are considered. For both the
maximum delay and clock skew, the corresponding simulation results of their mean
values and standard deviations are summarized in Fig.3.13 and Fig.3.14, respectively.
For comparison, we also include in Fig.3.13 and Fig.3.14 the simulation results when
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spatially dependence of process variations is neglected (i.e., the process variations are
assumed to be completely random).
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Fig. 3.13. Mean value of the maximum clock delay and skew of CDN-L
when considering spatial dependence or not (RLC model)
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Fig. 3.14. Standard deviations of the maximum delay and skew in
CDN-L when considering spatial dependence or not (RLC model)
The results in the Fig.3.13 show that there is no big difference between the clock
delay estimation from the spatial variation model (Equation (3.2)) and the corre-
sponding estimation from the complete random model. For example, even for the
large CDN-L network with level 10, the estimations of the maximum delay are 412ps
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and 435ps for the radial distribution model and random model, respectively, so the
estimation difference between the two models is less than 4%. The above results
indicate that if the spatial paramaters variation is limited within 10% [15], we will
not see a big difference between these two variation models when they are adopted
for the maximum clock delay estimation.
The skew estimation results in Fig.3.13 show, however, that the skew estimation
difference (defined similarly as that in Section 3.6.1) between the two variation models
is much significant than the corresponding delay estimation differences. E.g., for the
same CDN-L network with level 10, the skew estimation difference is 14% (41ps for
the spatial variation model and 47ps for the random model), which is significantly
higher than the 4% difference of the corresponding delay estimation.
On the other hand, the estimation results of standard deviation in Fig.?? show
that for the CDN-L network, the estimation difference of the maximum delay between
the two variation models is much significant than that of the clock skew between them.
For example, to the CDN-L with level=10, the estimation differences of the maximum
delay there is about 20% (10.4ps for the spatial variation model and 12.4ps for the
random model) while the corresponding difference for clock skew is just 6%.
The results in this section indicate that the spatial dependence of process varia-
tions may also significantly affect the timing analysis for high-speed CDNs, in par-
ticular for the pipeline-based CDNs where the clock speed is dominated by the clock
skew rather than the maximum clock delay.
3.6.4 Performance Sensitivity to the Magnitude of Process Variations
To explore the performance sensitivity of a CDN to the magnitude change of
process variations, we provide in Fig.3.15 the simulation results of skew and the
maximum clock delay for the level-6 CDN-L network. In our simulation, the RLC
model was adopted and both the coupling effects and spatial dependence of process
variations are jointly considered (same as that of the section 2 and section 3). As
discussed in Section 3.4.2, we assumed a range of 9% − 63% for the magnitude of
process variation.
We can observe from Fig.3.15 that both the maximum clock delay and clock
skew of a CDN-L increase slightly as the magnitude of process variations grows. For
example, when the magnitude of process variations increases from 9% to 54%, the
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mean value of the maximum clock delay increases only slightly by 3% (from 134.3ps
to 137.8ps) while the mean value of clock skew increases about 14% (from 12.96ps to
14.5ps).
However, a further observation of the results in Fig.3.15 reveals that as the magni-
tude of process variations grows, the standard deviations of both the maximum delay
and clock skew increase more significantly than their mean values. For example, as
the magnitude of process variations changes from 9% to 54%, the standard deviation
of the maximum clock delay increase 186% (from 3.7ps to 10.6ps) while the standard
deviation of clock skew increases 240% (from 1.8ps to 6.2ps), respectively. Thus, the
standard deviations of the maximum delay and skew are much more sensitive to the
magnitude of process variation than their mean values.
3.7 Conclusions
In this research, we conducted extensive simulation to investigate the possible
impact upon H-Tree CDNs’ the delay and skew of the following effects: process
variations, inductance, and coupling (coupling capacitance and coupling inductance
between adjacent wires). Our results in this research indicate that
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(1) A significant overestimation of the H-Tree CDNs’ performance may be intro-
duced if the inductance effect is neglected in the delay evaluation, especially for
the modern VLSI systems, where the low-resistance material is adopted and the
inductance component of line impedance becomes comparable to the resistive
component.
(2) The performance of H-Tree CDNs can also be significantly overestimated if the
coupling effects are not taken into consideration, since the coupling capacitance
and the coupling inductance (mutual inductance) are becoming dominant over
their self components with the continuous increase of the wire routing density.
(3) Although the spatial dependence of process variations does not significantly
affect the maximum clock delay of H-Tree CDNs, it may remarkably affect the
clock skew and the standard deviation of the maximum delay.
(4) The standard deviations of the maximum delay and clock skew vary significantly
with the increase of the magnitude of process variation, although their mean
values are not very sensitive to the magnitude of process variation. Thus, the
yields of the maximum clock delay and clock skew may be significantly degraded
by magnitude of process variation.
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Chapter 4
VARIANT X-TREE CLOCK DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
The evolution of VLSI chips towards larger die size, smaller feature size and faster
clock speed makes the clock distribution an increasingly important issue. In this re-
search, we propose a new clock distribution network (CDN), namely Variant X-Tree,
based on the idea of X-Architecture proposed recently for efficient wiring within VLSI
chips. The Variant X-Tree CDN keeps the nice properties of equal-clock-path and
symmetric structure of the typical H-Tree CDN, but results in both a lower maxi-
mal clock delay and a lower clock skew than its H-Tree counterpart, as verified by
an extensive simulation study that incorporates simultaneously the effects of process
variations and on-chip inductance. We also propose a closed-form statistical models
for evaluating the skew and delay of the Variant X-Tree CDN. The comparison be-
tween the theoretical results and the simulation results indicates that the proposed
statistical models can be used to efficiently and rapidly evaluate the performance of
the variant X-Tree CDNs.
4.1 Introduction
Clock signals that operate at the highest speed of any signals within a VLSI chip
play a central role in the design of modern digital synchronous systems. The evolu-
tion of VLSI chips towards larger die size, smaller feature size and faster clock speed
makes the clock distribution an increasingly important issue [27]. The clock distri-
bution networks (CDNs), which are used to distribute clock signals to synchronize
the data flows among different data paths, can significantly affect the overall system
performance and reliability.
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To evaluate the performance of a CDN, we usually need to study the maximum
clock delay and clock skew of it, where the clock skew is defined as the difference
between the maximum clock delay and the minimum clock delay among all clock
paths (interconnects) in the CDN. The clock skew arises mainly from unbalanced
delays due to the unequal clock path lengths between clock source and different
modules as well as from process variations that cause clock path delay variations [27].
The critical issues concerning with the design of clock distribution network are
to achieve a low clock delay and the minimum or a useful skew in most cases with
the minimum buffer size and wire length. The well-balanced H-Tree CDN has been
widely adopted to eliminate the skew caused by unequal clock path lengths [21], where
the uncontrollable clock skew mainly comes from the variations in process parameters
that affect the interconnect impedance/capacitance and, in particular, any distributed
buffers or amplifiers [5,21]. Extensive research efforts have been devoted to studying
and modeling the impacts of process variations upon the clock skew of a CDN, see,
for example, [21, 33,34].
Although H-Tree is attractive for clock distribution due to its small clock skew
and a relatively simple implementation, it usually results in a long clock path from
the clock source to each sink (clock terminal). Thus, an H-Tree CDN usually causes
a higher clock delay.
Mesh or grid is also a popular architecture for distributing clock signals on a chip.
It uses inherent redundant interconnects created by loops to smooth out undesirable
variations between signal nodes spatially distributed over the chip, and thus results
in a lower clock skew. However, the mesh/grid CDN usually occupies a larger wiring
area, and consumes more power. Such a condition is becoming worse with the increase
of modern VLSI chips’ area moreover.
Recently, X Architecture was proposed to wire in a VLSI chip with considerably
shorter wiring length than that of traditional Manhattan wiring architecture [4]. It
has been demonstrated in [53] that the X Architecture, which supports 45- and 135-
degree wires as well as the vertical and horizontal wires, can reduce as high as 29% of
the wire length required by the simple Manhattan wiring architecture. As a result,
the X Architecture becomes promising to considerably reduce the delay and improve
the overall performance of on-chip interconnects.
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In this research, we extend the X Architecture to clock distribution and propose a
novel non-orthogonal clock distribution network, namely Variant X-Tree, which pre-
serves the nice properties of equal-clock-path and symmetric structure of the typical
H-Tree CDN. We will analyze the detail layout and construction features of the Vari-
ant X-Tree CDN. The simulation results show that the Variant X-Tree CDN is able
to achieve both a lower maximal clock delay and a lower clock skew than its H-Tree
counterpart. We also introduce a statistical performance evaluation model that is
able to estimate its performance rapidly with statistical analysis method while con-
sidering the process variations. Experiment results indicate that the proposed model
is effective to serve as an upper bound of performance. Moreover, it can also be
integrated into design flow expediently for a set of closed-form equations are derived
based on this model.
The rest of this research is organized as follows. Some preliminaries about X
Architecture are introduced in Section 4.2. The layout and construction features of
Variant X-Tree CDN are presented in Section 4.3, and the statistical performance
model is described in Section 4.4. The experiment methodology of performance eval-
uation is introduced in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 provides the simulation results and
discussions, and finally, the Section ?? concludes this research.
4.2 X Architecture
Within traditional VLSI chips, interconnects have been routed using so-called
Manhattan architecture, namely, only the vertical wires and horizontal wires are per-
mitted in a chip. The X Architecture that belongs to non-Manhattan architecture [35]
was proposed recently for efficient integrated circuit wiring based on the pervasive
use of diagonal wires [4]. Compared with the traditional, currently ubiquitous, Man-
hattan architecture, the X Architecture demonstrates a wire length reduction of more
than 20% and a via reduction of more 30%. Because of the rapidly increasing per-
centage of delay due to interconnect and the manufacturing challenges due to vias in
the nanometer realm, these length and via reductions result simultaneously in a chip
performance improvement of 10%, a power reduction of 20%, and a die cost reduction
of 30%. Furthermore, the reduction in both wire length and parallel runs on differ-
ent layers often both reduces die size and improves signal integrity. Remarkably, on
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virtually every important measure of chip quality, the X Architecture is superior to
the Manhattan architecture.
The X Architecture (Fig.4.1(a)), which in its full incarnation applies to chips with
at least five layers of metal, begins with the rotation of the fourth and fifth metal
layers (i.e., M4 and M5) by 45 and -45 degrees, respectively, with respect to their
Manhattan equivalents (Fig.4.1(a)). On the large scale, M1–M3 remain Manhattan,
which simplifies the use of most standard cells, module and memory compilers, and
hard IP today in conjunction with diagonal wiring.
Fig. 4.1. (a) Preferred direction in X Architecture (b) Non-preferred
direction support in M4 and M5
In general, a preferred-direction implementation of the X Architecture is likely to
increase the number of vias and can be worse for delay despite the reduction in wire
length. For wire placement, only a router that exploits all eight compass directions
on all layers (see Fig.4.1(b)) without the artificial constraint of a preferred direction
provides the benefits of diagonal wiring without the penalty of introducing extra
vias; we call this technology liquid routing. Therefore, it was suggested recently to
combine the techniques of X-aware placement and liquid routing (i.e., wiring with all
eight compass directions in all layers) to take the full advantages of X Architecture [4].
A realistic example on the left side of Fig.4.2 shows a portion of a commercial chip,
routed with a commercial Manhattan router. On the right side of Fig.4.2 is a liquid
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router’s re-routing of this region, without re-placement. The wire length has been
reduced by about 14%, and the via count has been reduced by over 40%.
Fig. 4.2. Contrasting Manhattan (left) and Liquid Routing (right)
The concept of X Architecture is simple and its benefits are clear. Compared to the
traditional Manhattan architecture, it can shorten wiring by up to 17% (the maximum
reduction of 29% theoretically) across a die [9] in a average case. The utilization
of X Architecture is becoming popular, some VLSI chips based on X Architecture
have been released (e.g., a GPU chip by ATI in 2005 and a 10Gb Ethernet chip by
Teranetics in 2006) according to [4]. Design rules and EDA tools that support X
Architecture are also available.
According to [53], EDA tools can handle X-aware placement and liquid routing
with enhanced graphics interface and database. It is also shown that X architecture
is manufacturable and scalable [4].
4.3 Variant X-Tree CDN
Since the X Architecture is promising in reducing the wire length and thus the
interconnect delay, we expect that the performance of clock distribution can be im-
proved if the X Architecture is applied to the design of a clock distribution network.
To support our new CDN, in this research, we make an assumption that all the
eight directions wiring (including preferred directions and non-preferred directions)
can be permitted on VLSI chip wiring. An example that non-preferred directions are
also supported in M4 and M5 is illustrated as Fig.4.1(b).
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In this section, we first introduce the basic unit of Variant X-Tree based on X
Architecture. We then study the detail layout features of Variant X-Tree CDN.
4.3.1 Basic Unit of Variant X-Tree CDN
We apply the building fashion of the well-known H-Tree CDN to the construction
of new CDN based on X Architecture. It is notable, however, that we can not directly
apply the X Architecture for wiring to construct an X-Tree in a recursive way as that
of H-Tree, because the overlapping among the 45-degree and 135-degree wires increase
sharply with the increase of supported clock sinks such that we can not construct a
conventional X-Tree CDN recursively which exceeds 2 levels in one metal layer.
Here, we propose a scalable approach to constructing large scale CDNs based on
an extension of X Architecture (we refer to this new CDN as Variant X-Tree CDN
hereafter).
Fig. 4.3. The basic unit of Variant X-Tree
The main idea of Variant X-Tree CDN is to define a basic unit (the minimum
unit) for clock distribution of 4 sinks first, as portrayed in Fig.4.3. The parameter
a in Fig.4.3 is just a half of the distance between two sinks and b is the offset dis-
tance relative to sinks horizontally, where the parameter b must satisfy the following
inequality (4.1) to guarantee the connectivity between two adjacent network levels.
b ≥ 2
√
2 · Pmin (4.1)
where Pmin is the minimum permitted pitch of interconnects within a VLSI chip.
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Based on the basic unit illustrated in Fig.4.3, we can construct a large scale Variant
X-Tree CDN recursively based on the similarity of H-Tree CDNs. Fig.4.4 shows a
level 6 Variant X-Tree CDN which distributes clock signal to 26 = 64 clock sinks.
Fig. 4.4. A Variant X-Tree CDN with 64 sinks (level=6)
According to the Fig.4.3 and the Fig.4.4, the length of clock path that starts from
clock source to each clock sink is equal obviously like H-Tree CDN. The demerit of
Variant X-Tree CDN is that the distance between sinks is not always equal and it is
axis-symmetry. But the isometry of Variant X-Tree CDN can be achieved approxi-
mately when the distance between sinks (geometric parameter a) becomes enough far
and b is set to the minimum permitted value.
4.3.2 Construction Features of Variant X-Tree CDN
It is necessary to study the detail construction features in order to build a large
scale CDN based on the basic unit of Variant X-Tree. In this subsection we describe
some important layout properties of Variant X-Tree CDN.
Observation 1: To generate a Variant X-Tree with a shorter clock path length
than its H-Tree counterpart, the following inequality must be satisfied.
b < 2(2−
√
2) · a (4.2)
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Proof According to the construction rule of H-Tree CDN and Variant X-Tree CDN,
we can see easily that the clock path length (L
(n)
H−Tree) of a n-level H-Tree CDN
1 is
given by (4.3), while the clock path length (L
(n)
X−Tree) of a Variant X-Tree CDN is
given by (4.4), respectively.
L
(n)
H−Tree = (2
1+n/2 − 2) · a (4.3)
L
(n)
X−Tree =
1
2
(2n/2 − 1) · (2√2a+ b) (4.4)
Obviously, to obtain a shorter clock path than that of H-Tree, we need
L
(n)
X−Tree < L
(n)
H−Tree
that yields Inequality (4.2).
Observation 2: The recursive construction levels that can be achieved in one
metal layer do not exceed 2 in Variant X-Tree CDN.
Proof Consider that two recursive levels Variant X-Tree CDN has been constructed
in a layer as portrayed in Fig.4.5, where h1 is the distance between the branch con-
necting next level and right-bottom branch of level-2, h2 is the distance between the
left-bottom branch of level-1 and the right-bottom branch of level-2. h
(n)
1 and h
(n)
2 of
n-level CDN can be computed with geometry constraints,
h
(n)
1 = 2
n
2 ·
√
2
4
b (4.5)
h
(n)
2 = 2
n
2
√
2a+2
n
2 ·
√
2
4
b (4.6)
Clearly, here h
(n)
1 is smaller than h
(n)
2 . Therefore, it results in a intersection when
a complete level-2 Variant X-Tree CDN connects the next level in the same metal
layer. It demonstrates that the next level Variant X-Tree can not be routed in the
same metal layer. Thus the maximum levels of complete Variant X-Tree that can be
achieved in one layer should be 2 at most. Additionally, Observation 2 can be proved
intuitively from Fig.4.5.
1H-Tree CDN can be considered as a Variant X-Tree CDN where the distance of clock sinks is 2 · a,
b=0 and no diagonal wires are permitted. Note the vertical distance of sinks in Variant X-Tree CDN
is also 2 · a.
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Connect  next level
Fig. 4.5. Wire intersection occurs in one layer when more levels are constructed
Since a basic unit of Variant X-Tree can connect 4 clock sinks, so its level will be
2 (4 = 22) according to the traditional level definition of H-Tree. Thus, two recursive
levels Variant X-Tree CDN will correspond to a 4 levels CDN, and so on. Therefore,
Observation 2 indicates that there are 24 = 16 clock sinks (terminals) in one metal
layer at most, so we can determine the maximum number of supported clock sinks if
the number of routing metal layers of CDN is specified. For examples, the sinks can
be as many as 256 when Variant X-Tree CDN is wired in 2 metals, 1024 sinks for 3
metal layers and 4096 for 4 metal layers. Therefore we consider that it is enough for
most of CDNs and suitable to the semi-global or global clock distribution on a VLSI
chip.
We can also connect two even (n−1)-level sub-Variant X-Tree CDNs to construct
an odd n-level Variant X-Tree CDN using 45 or 135 degree wires (see Fig.4.6, where
a level-7 Variant X-Tree CDN is built on two level-6 CDNs).
Furthermore, it is notable that we can connect two 2 recursive levels Variant X-
Tree with horizontal/vertical wires rather than orthogonal wires so as to obtain 64
terminals in one metal layer without the occurrence of wire intersection. In other
word, we can construct a Variant X-Tree CDN with 512 clock sinks in two metal
layers by connecting two level-6 CDN using a horizontal/vertical wire. Moreover,
with this idea, we can derive a hybrid CDN that combines the topology of Variant
X-Tree and H-Tree and maximize the number of clock sinks of a CDN. Fig.4.7 shows
such a CDN that adds one H-Tree level after constructing two recursive levels of
Variant X-Tree CDN. Thus we have the following corollary:
Observation 3: A hybrid CDN with 2 recursive levels Variant X-Tree and 1-level
H-Tree link supports 64 terminals in one metal layer.
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Fig. 4.6. A Level-7 Variant X-Tree CDN
Fig. 4.7. A hybrid CDN with 2 recursive levels Variant X-Tree and
1-level H-Tree link
So we can construct a larger size CDN with this hybrid Variant X+H Tree struc-
ture while making the number of metal layers routed small (26 = 64 clock sinks in
one metal layers).
Notice that the isometry can not be reserved in Variant X-Tree CDN, namely,
the pitch of clock sinks (the distance of clock sinks) is non-uniform within whole
Variant X-Tree CDN. However, the isometry of Variant X-Tree CDN can be preserved
approximately with a big a and a small b when the application scenario is not so
sensitive or strict to the isometry of CDN.
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Additionally, the proportion of length and width of routing area is (2a+ b)/2a for
an even level Variant X-Tree CDN. Also, the proportion will approach 1 when a big a
and a small b are set in Variant X-Tree CDN. Clearly, the hybrid Variant X+H Tree
can also be used to obtain a square routing area approximately. It is notable that
the routing area is not square for both H-Tree CDN and Variant X-Tree CDN with
odd levels.
The rules mentioned above enables to choose proper type of CDN depending upon
the number of clock sinks and the available wiring metal layers.
4.4 Statistical Performance Analysis Model
As the CMOS technology advances into the nanometer feature size and multi-
gigahertz regime and with the adoption of Cu-based on-chip interconnects, the per-
formance of VLSI circuits is getting more sensitive to the process variations. Process
variations can significantly impact both devices and interconnect performance so as
to affect the circuit performance (especially for clock distribution network). Tradi-
tional corner-based analysis could be conservative [16]. The statistical timing analysis
becomes important in the last few years. In this section, we propose a statistical per-
formance evaluation approach for Variant X-Tree CDN in order to give designers a
guideline for estimating the performance of CDN in initial design stage.
4.4.1 Statistical Performance Evaluation Model
The authors in [34] proposed a statistical skew modeling for general clock distri-
bution network in a bottom-up manner. Specially, a closed-form model of clock skew
and maximum clock delay is also presented for a well-balanced H-Tree CDN.
For the Variant X-Tree CDN (even the hybrid CDN—Variant X+H Tree proposed
in this research), the statistical performance model in [34] can also be applicable
because the Variant X-Tree CDN is a binary clock tree essentially and well-balanced
like that of H-Tree. We thus adopt this statistical performance model to estimate the
performance of Variant X-Tree CDN. The statistical performance model is concluded
as follows.
In Fig.4.8, ξ, η and χ are defined as the maximum delay, the minimum delay and
clock skew at the intersection node of two branches respectively. d is the delay of
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clock paths (branches of CDN) that connects different nodes. Then for a N level
1lSink
2lSink
1rSink
2rSink
1ld
2ld
1rd
2rd
( , , )l l lξ η χ ( , , )r r rξ η χ
 
Ld  Rd
 
( , , )ξ η χ
Fig. 4.8. Illustration of basic unit of variant X-Tree for statistical
performance analysis
Variant X-Tree, let di, i = 0, · · · , N be the actual delay of branch i of a clock path.
The mean values and the variances of the maximal clock delay, ξ, and the minimal
clock delay, η, of the Variant X-Tree are then given by following equations:
E (ξ) =
N∑
i=0
E (di)
+
1√
pi
N∑
i=1
√√√√ i∑
k=1
(
pi−1
pi
)k−1 ·D (dN−i+k) (4.7)
E (η) =
N∑
i=0
E (di)
− 1√
pi
N∑
i=1
√√√√ i∑
k=1
(
pi−1
pi
)k−1 ·D (dN−i+k) (4.8)
D (ξ) = D(η) =
N∑
i=0
(
pi − 1
pi
)i
·D (di) (4.9)
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The expected clock skew E(χ)and skew variance D(χ) of the N level Variant X-Tree
CDN are given by:
E (χ) = E (ξ)− E (η)
=
2√
pi
N∑
i=1
√√√√ i∑
k=1
(
pi−1
pi
)k−1 ·D (dN−i+k) (4.10)
D (χ) = D (ξ) +D (η)− 2 · ρ ·
√
D (ξ) ·D (η)
= 2 · (1− ρ) ·
N∑
i=0
(
pi − 1
pi
)i
·D (di) (4.11)
Where E(·) and D(·) represent the mean value and the variance of a random variable,
respectively, ρ is the correlation coefficient of ξ and η, and ρ can be recursively
evaluated for a network. The closed-form expressions (4.7)-(4.11) indicate clearly
how the clock skew and the maximum clock delay are accumulated along the clock
paths and with the increase of Variant X-Tree CDN’s size.
4.4.2 Variance Estimation for a Branch in CDN
The delay variance of a clock path can be determined in term of variances of
these independent random variables. To make the problem practicable, we assume
that process variations of devices and interconnect are independent. Thus we can
calculate the delay variance as described in [34].
To analyze the delay in the presence of process variations rapidly, the authors
in [6] proposed a statistical model that discards higher order terms while does not
result in a loss of accuracy. The proposed models enable closed-form computation of
means and variances of interconnect delay for given magnitudes of relevant process
variations. Therefore we can also adopt this model for efficient analysis (means and
variances) of interconnect delay.
Note that considering the correlation of parameters can lead to more accurate
result, but this correlation is neglected here for simplified computation. According
to [7, 34] the correlation will lead the path delay in the same chip tending to be a
positive dependent. Neglecting it will guarantee that the expected values of skew and
maximal clock delay are still kept as a upper bound. It will be shown that the model
is effective by the experiment results in Section 4.6 under such a case.
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4.5 Methodology of Performance Evaluation
To verify the performance improvement of Variant X-Tree CDN and the proposed
statistical performance model, we conducted some simulations in presence of pro-
cess variations. In this section, we first introduce the considerations about process
variations and the delay calculation method, we then describe the simulation setups
and parasitics extraction method related to delay calculations. Finally, we show the
parameters setting issue.
4.5.1 Process Variations
In the manufacturing process of a VLSI system, some uncertainties (process vari-
ations) may arise due to the parameter fluctuations of devices or environment, which
make the overall performance of the system varies with these inherent and unavoid-
able fluctuations. In general, the parameter fluctuation consists of inter-die parameter
fluctuation and intra-die parameter fluctuation. The former one is the results of lot-
to-lot and wafer-to-wafer variations of parameters related to equipment properties,
wafer polishing and wafer placement, and it usually affects every element on a chip
equally. On the other hand, the intra-die parameter fluctuation, such as the resist
thickness fluctuation across wafer and the aberrations in stepper lens, usually af-
fects the elements of a chip unequally and it produces a non-uniformity of electrical
characteristics across the chip.
The process variations may affect both the geometry parameters of devices (e.g.
inverter) and the geometry parameters of interconnects (such as length, width and
thickness) in VLSI systems. In nanoscale process or deep sub-micron (DSM) process,
the parameter fluctuations impose a growing threat to the system performance, espe-
cially for the gigascale interconnection systems where the polysilicon gate length has
decreased below the wavelength of light used in the optical lithography process [15].
It is predicted that in a 130nm technology [49], the variation magnitude in gate length
of n-MOS and p-MOS can be as high as 35% (specified by the fraction 3δ/µ, where
δ and µ are the standard deviation and mean of gate length, respectively).
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In this research, we consider both the interconnect parameters variation and device
parameters variation in our analysis. For a parameter, its variation σ can be generally
modeled as:
σ = σInter−die + σIntra−die,global
+σIntra−die,local + ε (4.12)
where σInter−die, σIntra−die,global, σIntra−die,local are its inter-die variation, location-
dependent global intra-die variation and local intra-die variation, respectively, and
ε is a random component.
4.5.2 Interconnect Delay Calculation
As the interconnect length and operating speed entered the nanoscale regime
and gigascale regime, respectively, the inductance component becomes comparable to
resistance component in circuits of VLSI (specially for Cu-based interconnect tech-
nology with a low resistance) [30]. Thus, the more advanced RLC model should be
adopted to fully analyze the real performance of modern CDNs.
In this research, we calculate the delay of clock path in CDN with a distributed
RLC model which circuit structure is portraryed in Fig.4.9. In [30], an empirical RLC
delay equation based on curve-fitting was derived as Equation (4.13):
sR
( )iv t
( )
o
v t
LC
rdx ldx
cdx
Fig. 4.9. Equivalent circuit of driver-interconnect-load structure
t50% = (e
−2.9ζ1.35 + 1.48ζ)/$n (4.13)
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where
$n =
1√
Lint(Cint + CL)
(4.14)
ζ =
Rint
2
√
Cint
Lint
RT + CT +RTCT + 0.5√
1 + CT
(4.15)
RT = Rs/Rint (4.16)
CT = CL/Cint (4.17)
CL is the load capacitance and Rint, Cint, and Lint are the total line resistance, capac-
itance, and inductance, respectively. Rs is the output resistance of driver (inverter).
Similar to H-Tree CDN, a Variant X-Tree CDN can also be represented by a binary
tree, and the total delay of a clock path from source to a sink can be calculated by
summarizing the delay of all branches along this path. For a Variant X-Tree CDN, we
make a suppose that an inverter is inserted into each branch to drive the downstream
interconnect (see an example illustrated in Fig.4.4, inverters in different branches are
not illustrated). Thus, we can apply the Equation (4.13) for RLC delay calculation.
4.5.3 Simulation Setup
To fully investigate the performance improvements of Variant X-Tree CDN com-
pared to H-Tree CDN in presence of process variations, we consider here two types
of CDNs: a Variant X-Tree CDN (we refer to it as CDN-X hereafter) and an H-Tree
CDN (abbreviated as CDN-H hereafter). Both of them are oriented global clock dis-
tribution and used to distribute clock signals to different processor elements (PEs) in
a SoC/NoC chip.
For each clock signal wire in both CDN-X and CDN-H, a ground line and a power
line will be placed on either side of it as illustrated in Fig.4.10.
Power
Clock
Ground
pitch
Fig. 4.10. Routing structure of clock wire and P/G wires
Since the main target of this research is to investigate the delay and clock skew
for both H-Tree CDN and Variant X-Tree CDN in the presence of process variations,
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so we assume in our simulation that the power grid is ideal (i.e., it is free of IR-
drop,voltage fluctuation, etc).
The main steps for simulation are summarized as the follows.
(1) Determine the layout of CDN.
(2) Generate independent random data set that follows the Gaussian distribution.
(3) Map the random data to fluctuations of physical dimensions of interconnects
and device parameters.
(4) Compute electrical parameters.
(5) Compute the delay of each clock path in the clock distribution network.
(6) Find the minimum/maximum delay and skew.
(7) Evaluate the mean values of the maximum delay and clock skew, and their stan-
dard deviations.
To get a stable estimations of the maximum clock delay and clock skew, all simulations
are conducted one million times.
4.5.4 Parasitics Extraction
The Equations (4.14)–(4.17) indicate that we need to extract the parasitic pa-
rameters (resistance, capacitance and inductance) for the evaluation of interconnect
delay.
The interconnect resistances Rint can be simply evaluated as Rint = r · l/w, where
r, l and w are the resistance of unit length interconnect, the interconnect length and
interconnect width, respectively.
For the evaluation of capacitance, we adopt a quasi-3D on-chip capacitance model
proposed in [48] to calculate interconnect capacitance. The main idea of this capac-
itance model is to decompose a 3D wire structure into a series of 2D segments to
achieve an efficient and accurate capacitance extraction for the 3D wire. The capaci-
tance between crossover wires (even for non-orthogonal wires) can be calculated using
Equation (4.18) with the proposed concept effective width (Weff ):
Ccross = Weff (90
◦) csc(φ)Cself (4.18)
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where φ is the rotation angle of crossover wires. The authors have shown that an
excellent agreement exists between their results and that of the 3D capacitance solver.
Finally, we need calculate the inductance used in the RLC delay model. Notice
that it is usually formidable to extract the accurate interconnect inductance, because
the current return path is very complicated in a real chip. To make the evaluation
of interconnect inductance tractable, we adopt here the formulas proposed in [46] to
extract the inductance. Thus, the loop inductance (Lloop) of the clock signal wire
interconnects is given by following Equation (4.19) depending upon their routing
structure:
Lloop = Lself clock + Lself power − 2Mclock power (4.19)
where Lself clock and Lself power are the self inductance of clock and power wire, re-
spectively, and theMclock power is the mutual inductance between the clock and power
wires. Both self inductance and mutual inductance can be calculated using the for-
mulas of mutual inductance proposed in [46].
4.5.5 Parameters Setting
For the simulation of CDN-X and CDN-H used for global clock distribution to
different processor elements (PEs), we assume the geometric parameters of CDN-X
as a=0.12mm and b=10µm, the distance between PEs in CDN-H is set to 0.24mm
2. The input capacitance (load capacitance) of each PE is assumed to be 0.1pF [34],
and the width of power/ground wire is assumed to be the same as that of the clock
signal wire. The pitch of power line and ground line is set to be 1.5µm.
Our simulation will be conducted based on a 70nm Cu CMOS technology under
the Berkeley Predictive Technology Model (BPTM) [1]. We suppose that a 100X
size inverter whose size is 100 times bigger than that of the minimum sized inverter
is inserted into each branch of an H-Tree CDN, and the mean values and standard
deviations of some key parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. Where tox is the
gate oxide thickness, µ is the charge carrier mobility, VT is the threshold voltage, the
interconnection line is with width w and thickness t on an oxide layer of thickness
fox. The calculation of output resistance Rs of inverter is the same as that of [34],
2Note that the distance between PEs in CDN-H is equal to the vertical distance between PEs in
CDN-X.
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Table 4.1
Mean values and standard deviations of major process parameters
Parameter VTN(V) VTP (V) tox(
◦
A) µN(cm
2/V · s)
Mean 0.2 -0.22 25 600
SD 0.01 0.011 12.5 30.0
Parameter t(nm) w(nm) fox(nm) µP (cm
2/V · s)
Mean 600 450 800 140
SD 30 22 40 7.0
and the evaluation of input capacitance (including gate capacitance and parasitic
capacitance) is based on the equations proposed in [56].
The fluctuations of geometry parameters of inverter and wire are all considered as
the normal distribution and the magnitude of process variations is set to a conservative
value 15%3, i.e., the standard deviation of a parameter is 5% of its nominal value.
4.6 Simulation Results
In this section, we first investigate the performance improvements of Variant X-
Tree CDN compared to H-Tree CDN, then we present the results data to validate the
proposed statistical performance analysis model.
4.6.1 Performance Improvement of Variant X-Tree CDN
To study the performance improvement of Variant X-Tree compared to H-Tree
CDN in presence of process variations, we simulated the mean values of the maxi-
mum/minimum clock delay and clock skew for both CDN-X and CDN-H when the
RLC model is adopted.
For two types of CDN with different size (determined by the number of PEs),
the mean values of maximum clock delay and minimum clock delay are illustrated in
Fig.4.11, and the corresponding results of clock skew are summarized in Fig.4.12.
3The magnitude of process variation (please refer to the Section 4.5.1 for its definition) is predicted
as high as 60% in [49].
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The Fig.4.11 and Fig.4.12 indicate clearly that the simulation results of both clock
delay and clock skew of Variant X-Tree (CDN-X) are very different from that of H-
Tree CDN (CDN-H). For example, we can see from the Fig.4.11 and Fig.4.12 that
the mean value of the maximum delay and skew are 141.6ps and 12.2ps for CDN-
X, while their corresponding values for CDN-H are 152.7ps and 13.6ps, respectively.
Thus, for this example, the Variant X-Tree CDN-X can cause about 7% differences in
the maximum delay estimation and about 12% difference in the clock skew estimation.
Similarly, the difference in the maximum delay is 8% and an improvement of 17%
in clock skew can be observed when the number of sinks reaches 1024 (level=10).
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Fig. 4.11. The maximum and minimum delay of CDNs (Variant X-
Tree CDN vs. H-Tree CDN)
We contribute this as the decrease of clock path length of Variant X-Tree CDN
comparing with the H-Tree CDN. It can be sure that performance of CDN which
adopts X-Architecture is improved. On the other hand, that delay of clock signal and
clock skew almost have no change or a small alteration between two types of CDN
when the number of sinks in CDN keeping a small level can also be seen from above
illustrations.
It is notable that the clock path in a level n (n is even) Variant X-Tree CDN is
as long as that in an odd (n− 1)-level Variant X-Tree CDN, so the maximum delay
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Fig. 4.12. The clock skew of CDNs (Variant X-Tree CDN vs. H-Tree CDN)
and clock skew of a Variant X-Tree CDN with even n− level will not be significantly
different from that of its odd level (n− 1) counterpart.
4.6.2 Statistical Performance Evaluation
To verify the proposed statistical performance analysis model of Variant X-Tree
CDN, we also perform some experiment simulations about CDN-X. In particular, we
simulated the mean values and standard deviations (SDs) of both the maximum clock
delay and clock skew and compared the simulation results with the theoretical results
calculated from the proposed statistical model. Here, we performed the variance
estimation with respect to the process variations with the method proposed in [6] for
efficient calculation.
For CDN-X with different size (determined by the number of PEs), the results
of mean values of the maximum clock delay and clock skew based on the proposed
theoretical model and the Monte Carlo simulations are summarized in Fig.4.13. We
provide in Fig.4.14 the corresponding results of standard deviations of the maximum
clock delay and clock.
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Fig. 4.14. Standard deviation of the maximum clock delay and clock
skew of CDN-X
The results in Fig.4.13 show that there is no big difference between the maximum
clock delay estimation and clock skew between the simulation results and theoretical
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results based on the propose statistical model. For example, even for the large CDN-
X network with level 10, the estimations of the maximum clock delay are 586.6ps
and 632.7ps for simulation results and theoretical results respectively, while the cor-
responding estimations of the clock skew are 54.2ps and 57.8ps, so the estimation
differences of both the maximum clock delay and clock skew between simulation re-
sults and theoretical results are less than 7%. The above results indicate that the
statistical model proposed in this research is suitable for estimation of the maximum
clock delay and clock skew.
On the other hand, the estimation results of standard deviations of the maximum
clock delay and clock skew in Fig.4.14 show that for CDN-X network, the estima-
tion differences of standard deviations of the maximum clock delay and clock skew
are much significant than that of mean values of them. For example, the maximum
estimation difference of the maximum clock delay’s SD is 17% in a level 9 CDN-X net-
work, and the corresponding results of clock skew’s SD is 13%. But it is notable that
the simulation results do not exceed the theoretical results, namely, the theoretical
results (model) can considered as an upper bound at least.
It is notable that as the size of a Variant X-Tree CDN increases, its achievable
clock frequency tends to decrease, for both the traditional clocking mode and pipeline
clocking mode. For a CDN based on traditional clocking mode, its clock frequency
is usually determined by the maximum clock delay, which in general increases as the
CDN size grows. For a pipeline-based CDN, on the other hand, its clock frequency
is mainly determined by the clock skew [42], which also in general increases as the
CDN size grows.
The results in this section show that although there are higher estimation differ-
ences of standard deviations with the statistical performance model proposed in this
research, it keeps effective and can be applicable in performance evaluation of Variant
X-Tree CDN, especially in pre-design stage of a CDN.
4.7 Conclusions
In this research, we present a novel non-orthogonal CDN based on X Architecture
for on-chip wiring. We also conduct simulation to validate its performance when both
the process variations and inductance effects are taken into account. Our simulation
results indicate that comparing to the traditional H-Tree CDN, the proposed new
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CDN has the potential to improve the overall clock distribution performance in terms
of maximal clock delay and clock skew.
We also study the layout features of Variant X-Tree in detail. It enables to deter-
mine the proper size Variant X-Tree clock distribution network with these rules. A
statistical performance evaluation model is proposed as well. Experiment simulation
results show it is suitable to estimate the performance of a Variant X-Tree in design
stage can also be integrated into design flow easily for its closed-form.
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Chapter 5
CLOCK DISTRIBUTION AND ITS PERFORMANCE
ENHANCEMENT IN 3D ICS
Three dimensional (3D) integrated circuits (ICs) have the potential to significantly
enhance VLSI chip performance, functionality and device packing density. High per-
formance clock distributions play an important role in these VLSI systems based
on 3D ICs. In particular, interconnects delay and signal integrity issues are crit-
ical for clock distribution in chip design. In this research, we extend the idea of
redundant via insertion of conventional 2D ICs and propose an approach for vias in-
sertion/placement in 3D ICs to minimize the propagation delay of interconnects with
the consideration of signal integrity. The simulation results based on a 65nm CMOS
technology demonstrate that our approach in general can result in a 9% improvement
in average delay and a 26% decrease in reflection coefficient. It is also shown that the
proposed approach can be more effective for interconnects delay improvement when
it is integrated with the buffer insertion in 3D ICs.
5.1 Introduction
Semiconductor chips have been facing constant pressure to improve their per-
formance with a reduced power and cost. As technology node of VLSI scales, the
chip area and wire length continue to increase, causing increased interconnect delays.
To overcome this problem, some methods such as repeater/buffer insertion and wire
sizing have been developed. However, these methods will result in other problems
like augmented power consumption and thermal integrity. All of the above problems
can have deleterious implications on chip performance, reliability and design effort.
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Furthermore, such phenomena will be sustained or aggravated as clock frequencies of
VLSI systems increase.
Three dimensional (3D) integrated circuits (ICs), which comprise multiple tiers
of active devices, have the potential to enhance VLSI chip performance, functionality
and device packaging density [55]. For example, the 3D ICs offer an attractive alter-
native to conventional 2D planar ICs: they can combine different technologies such
as analog and digital circuits within the single chip cube to construct a multi-tier
(multi-plane) system. Thus, using 3D ICs allows for integrating the best technol-
ogy for a particular portion of an application into one chip package, for example, a
possible SoC design based on 3D IC is illustrated in Fig.5.1.
Fig. 5.1. A possible SoC design based on 3D IC.
One of several promising solutions to 3D ICs is vertical integration, in which
multiple layers of active devices are stacked with vertical interconnects between tiers
(planes) to form 3D integrated circuits. Depending on the fabrication technology, 3D
ICs can be accomplished by different processes or schematics. For example, chip-level
and wafer-level schematics based on face-to-face or face-to-back stacking have been
proposed, where the stacked tiers are bonded with metal pads or blanket dielectric
fusion bonding (or an adhesive interlayer) [55] to achieve interconnection between
the neighboring tiers (wafers or chips). Fig.5.2 shows a schematic diagram of 3D IC
structure implemented with a face-to-back process.
3D ICs offer a promising solution, reducing both footprint and interconnect length
without shrinking the transistors at all. By expanding vertically rather than spreading
in 2D planar area, obviously the delay of signal propagation in interconnects can be
decreased due to the decreased length of interconnects in 3D ICs. Thus, the drawback
of long interconnects in conventional 2D ICs can be alleviated. Additionally, the 3D
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Fig. 5.2. The structure schematic of a 3-tiers’ 3D IC fabricated with
a face-to-back process (The thick vertical lines stand for through-hole
vias for inter-tiers interconnections).
ICs technology can also result in a reduction of total active power, noise improvement
and a greater logical span.
In 3D ICs, signal paths like wires for global clock distribution consist of multiple-
segment interconnects routed in different tiers and some vertical inter-tier intercon-
nects implemented by vertical through-hole vias (abbreviated as vias hereafter). Since
each tier in 3D ICs may be fabricated with different technologies or processes, the
impedance characteristics of different segments of the global interconnects may be
disparate [55]. Furthermore, the impedance characteristics of vias may also be dif-
ferent from that of horizontal wires. Hence, the impedance characteristic of wires for
inter-tier and global interconnects is actually not uniform [44] in 3D ICs.
Interconnects delay is crucial to the performance of modern digital VLSI systems,
since it is a big fraction of total delay and it is in general increasing with technology
scaling. To maximize performance improvement in 3D ICs, some approaches related
to vias placement and wire routing have been proposed in presence of non-uniform
impedance characteristics of interconnects. The authors in [58] assumed that the
vertical wire (via) is in the middle of the net (wire) regardless of the length and
impedance of the wire, and estimated the delay distribution in their 3D integration
schematic with a RC delay model. Based on a geometric programming tool, Pavlidis
et al [44] proposed an approach for vias placement to minimize the total delay of
inter-tier interconnects with the consideration of the non-uniform impedance charac-
teristics of interconnects. Their results showed an average performance improvement
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of 16% can be achieved, compared to the approach where vias are equally spaced in a
wire. However, for high-speed or ultra high-speed 3D IC systems,the important signal
integrity issues due to the non-uniform impedance characteristics were not addressed
in both [58] and [44]. It is notable that signal integrity issues such as reflection caused
by impedance discontinuities can be very deleterious to digital VLSI systems, since
it may significantly affect the logical operation and reliability of a VLSI system.
Recently, Lee et al [38] proposed a novel approach for redundant via insertion to
improve yield/reliability and manufacturability in traditional 2D ICs under via den-
sity constraints. This approach is an extension of conventional via insertion/placement,
since it can help to decrease partial or complete via failure due to various reasons (like
manufacturing process). According to their approach, the yield/reliability may be sig-
nificantly improved by inserting redundant via properly without violating via density
constraints.
In this research, we extend the redundant via insertion in [38] to 3D ICs and
propose an approach for redundant via placement/insertion to minimize the total
delay of inter-tier or global interconnects. The issue of signal integrity due to the
non-uniform impedance characteristics of interconnects is also carefully addressed.
The main contributions of our work include:
• We extend the idea for redundant via insertion to 3D ICs, and propose an
approach to minimizing the total interconnect delay based on the redundant
via insertion/placement.
• We address signal integrity issues of interconnects with the consideration of
non-uniform impedance characteristics in 3D ICs. In particular, we consider
the signal reflection issues that may result in deleterious effects such as ring
and undershoot, and propose impedance matching to decrease the reflection
coefficient based on the redundant viainsertion.
• We formulate the above considerations to a multi-objective optimization and
propose an efficient algorithm to solve it. In addition, we prove that the opti-
mization related to our approach is practical.
The rest of this research is organized as follows. Some preliminaries about 3D ICs
and vias placement/insertion are introduced in Section 5.2. The problem formulation
is described in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, the simulation methodology is presented.
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The simulation results and discussion are provided in Section 5.5. Finally, in Section
5.6, we conclude this research.
5.2 3D ICs and Vias Placement/Insertion
Three-dimensional (3D) integrated circuits (ICs), which contain multiple layers
of active devices, have the potential to dramatically enhance chip performance, func-
tionality, and device packing density. They also provide for microchip architecture
and may facilitate the integration of heterogeneous materials, devices, and signals.
Compared to the conventional planar ICs, the 3D ICs are more suitable for the
integration of heterogeneous materials, devices, signals and technologies. Usually,
multiple tiers (also called planes) are included in a 3D IC, and these physical tiers
are closely and vertically stacked using bonding process. In 3D ICs, interconnects
routed in different tiers are connected with bonding medium (adhesive medium or
metal pads) [55] to construct whole signal paths and achieve inter-tier communica-
tion. Therefore, the impedance characteristics of interconnects and vias may be very
different from each other, namely, the impedance characteristics of inter-tier signal
paths are non-uniform. Some approaches have been proposed in [58] and [44] to
evaluate the impact of vias placement/insertion upon total delay in the presence of
non-uniform impedance.
In the traditional 2D ICs, via discontinuities have a negligible effect on the prop-
agated edge rate and the near end or far end coupled noise, and its effect on delay is
also insignificant [20]. In the 3D IC systems, however, these effects can be significant.
Although the modern techniques can thin a 200mm silicon wafer to ∼ 20µm in 3D
ICs manufacturing [44], but the height of a single via in a real 3D IC may be much
higher than 20µm, because the vias there usually need to across several tiers. Even
for single tier vias, their height can still be larger than 20µm,which is the minimum
achievable wafer height now. Thus, the vias height in a 3D IC is usually much longer
than the vias height in its 2D counterpart. As a result, the vias in the 3D ICs not
only affect the interconnect delay more significantly but also result in a more serious
impedance discontinuity between wires and vias. It is notable that the impedance dis-
continuity will cause signal reflection and thus a signal integrity degradation, because
the signal reflection occurs whenever the impedance characteristic changes along the
signal propagation path [14]. Therefore, it is necessary to consider simultaneously
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the impacts of vias on delay and signal integrity to evaluate their real performance
in 3D ICs.
Lee et al [38] proposed a redundant via insertion approach in 2D ICs using the
methods of end-line extension and redundant vias insertion adjacent to a single via
(we call these methods as redundant via insertion for simplicity hereafter). Fig.5.3
shows the structure of redundant via insertion when the line end extension is ap-
plied. In an 2D IC layout, a via provides the connection between net segments from
neighboring metal layers. Partial or complete vias failure may occur due to different
reasons, such as cut misalignment and line-end shortening during a fabrication pro-
cess, electromigration and thermal stress. As a consequence, these via failures usually
result in an increased contact resistance and parasitic capacitance, or leave an open
net in a circuit and invalidate the functionality of overall design. By redundant via
insertion, both partial and complete vias failure can be alleviated. Exploiting the
methods and algorithms proposed in [38], via density constraint will not be violated,
while the yield/reliability and manufacturability can significantly be improved.
Fig. 5.3. Redundant via insertion (line end extension)
In vertical integration-based 3D ICs, the reliable formation of high-aspect-ratio
(AR) vias are required to connect different wafers or chips to achieve communication
among them [55]. However, all metallization techniques have their specific limitations
on the maximum available aspect ratio of vias, which will result in an additional
design constraint with respect to the layout of 3D ICs. Considering such a condition,
it is necessary to pay attention to the issues of reliability and limitation of vias
fabrication in 3D ICs, compared to vias in conventional planar VLSI systems. By
the application of redundant vias insertion in 3D ICs, it is possible to decrease the
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aspect ratio of vias. Also, it can relax design constraint and improve the reliability
and manufacturability/yield of 3D VLSI systems like that in 2D VLSI systems.
Moreover, by inserting a redundant via near the original via, the current handing
capacity of via can be increased, and the impedance characteristic and parasitics of
via may also be altered. Therefore, the idea of redundant via insertion introduced
in [38] offers us an opportunity to conduct via sizing or vias insertion to minimize the
delay and to consider signal integrity simultaneously without violating via density
constraint. For example, we can extend via size along the wire routing direction or
the direction perpendicular to the wire routing direction in available routing area.
It is similar to inserting an additional via at the side of original via (see Fig.5.4).
Consequently, in this research, we extend this idea to 3D ICs, and propose a redundant
via insertion-based approach to minimizing the delay of inter-tier interconnect while
addressing also the signal integrity issues.
Fig. 5.4. Via sizing by redundant via insertion.
5.3 Problem Formulation and Optimization
In this section, we first describe the delay calculation of inter-tier interconnects,
then we introduce the impedance matching that is helpful for improving signal in-
tegrity. We summarize the problem formulation and propose the optimization method
in Section 5.3.3.
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5.3.1 Delay Modeling
Since the delay of interconnects is crucial to the performance of VLSI systems, it is
important to find an optimum scheme of via placement for an interconnect in 3D ICs
to minimize the total delay of the interconnect with the consideration of non-uniform
impedance.
As the interconnect length and operating speed entered the nanoscale regime
and gigascale regime, respectively, the inductance component becomes comparable to
resistance component in circuits of VLSI (specially for Cu-based interconnect tech-
nology with a low resistance) [30]. Thus, the more advanced RLC model should be
adopted to fully analyze the timing feature of interconnects.
In this research, our primary goal is to minimize total signal propagation delay for
given inter-tier interconnects. Without loss of generality, we consider a global inter-
tier distributed RLC interconnect going through n tiers, as illustrated in Fig.5.5.
Since buffer insertion is an efficient method to satisfy delay constraint for long wire,
we assume that one inverter is inserted in each tier (please refer to Fig.5.5).
rdx ldx
cdx
rdx ldx
cdx
rdx ldx
cdx
LC
( )iv t 1(Tier 1)l
1h
1nh −
2 (Tier 2)l (Tier )nl n
Fig. 5.5. Equivalent circuit of driver-interconnect-load structure of
inter-tier interconnect in 3D IC.
We use li (i = 1, ..., n) to denote the length of segment that is routed in Tier i,
and use hi (i = 1, ..., n− 1) to denote the height of via that connects Tier i and Tier
(i + 1). The sum of length of all the segments and the height of vias should be the
total given length L, i.e,
n∑
i=1
li +
n−1∑
i=1
hi = L (5.1)
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The total delay D of such an interconnect is the sum of all the segments delay dli and
vias delay dhi , which can be expressed as:
D =
n∑
i
dli +
n−1∑
i
dhi (5.2)
Since each tier i (i = 1, ..., n) may be of different impedance characteristic, we can
alter the position of each via to minimize the total delay of the interconnect. The
length of segments li should satisfy [44]:
lmini ≤ li ≤ L−
n−1∑
j=1,j 6=i
lminj −
n−1∑
j
hj (5.3)
Here lmini is the minimum permitted length of segment in Tier i, and it is deter-
mined by design rule or design constraints.
5.3.2 Impedance Matching
If one signal is traveling down an interconnect and the instantaneous impedance
the signal encounters at each step ever changes, some of the signal will be reflected
and the remaining distorted signal will continue down the line. These reflections and
distortions lead to degradation in signal quality and cause signal integrity issues, such
as ring and undershoot [14].
It is notable that the signal rise time is also an important factor that affects
reflections [14, 29]. The author in [14] suggests that when the impedance changes at
vias and corners, the signal rise time should be considered carefully in the analysis of
signal reflections. The work in [29] further indicates that the signal rise time begins to
have a significant effect on the signal wave shape when it is smaller than the two times
of the transmission line delay. Thus, it yields a signal frequency range on which the
reflection resulted from via discontinuities should be considered carefully in 3D ICs.
For example, for a 20µm (40µm) interconnect wire/via driven by an ideal source with
a 0.05pF load, its RLC propagation delay based on transmission line theory [30] can be
as high as 4.4ps (6.4ps) based on the process parameters in [12]. If the signal rise time
is assumed to be 1/6 of the signal period (i.e., trise = 1/6T under 50% duty cycle)
1,
1Notice that the system designers usually try to make the signal rise time as small as possible to
provide an enough bandwidth [14].
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the above results indicate that a lower bound of signal frequency is about 18GHz
(14GHz) for considering the reflections. Based on the process parameters in [30], the
corresponding RLC propagation delay will be about 0.9ps (1.2ps) for 20µm (40µm)
wire/via, which results in a lower bound of signal frequency of 90GHz (70GHz) for
the consideration of signal reflection issue resulted from via discontinuities in 3D ICs.
Due to the inspiring progress on the developments of terahertz devices and in-
terconnect systems, the sub-terahertz and terahertz VLSI technologies have been
proposed recently [3, 52]. For such technologies, the signal rise time will be much
smaller than that of current gigahertz technology. Therefore, the consideration of
impedance matching becomes very important for reflection reduction in the design of
3D terahertz or sub-terahertz VLSI systems.
In this section, we consider the issue of impedance matching to alleviate signal
reflections in 3D ICs based on the redundant vias insertion technique. The basic idea
is to adjust the characteristic impedance of vias by vias sizing, such that the reflection
coefficient between vertical vias and horizonal interconnects can be minimized and
thus the impedance matching can be achieved. Therefore, we regard the impedance
matching (i.e., the minimization of reflection coefficient) as the our second goal in the
performance enhancement of 3D vias insertion (remember our first goal is to minimize
the total delay of interconnects).
For impedance matching, we need to first determine the reflection coefficient. Ac-
cording to the transmission line theory, the amount of signal that is reflected depends
on the magnitude of the change in the instantaneous impedance. The reflection co-
efficient ρ is used to measure the amount of reflected signal and it is expressed by
following Equation (5.4) when signal enters segment 2 from segment 1 [14]:
ρ =
Z2 − Z1
Z2 + Z1
(5.4)
Here Z1 is the instantaneous impedance of the segment 1 from which the signal
initially enters, Z2 is the instantaneous impedance of the segment 2 where the signal
just enters.
The instantaneous impedance of wire depends on the cross section of the wire and
the material properties [14], and it should be equal to the characteristic impedance of
the wire for an impedance-controlled interconnect. The characteristic impedance Z0
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of transmission line with distributed R, L, C and G components can be determined
by the following Equation (5.5) [54]:
Z0 =
√
R + j$L
G+ j$C
(5.5)
In the cases when the frequency is high enough, Equation (5.5) can be reduced to [54]:
Z0 =
√
R + j$L
G+ j$C
≈
√
L
C
(5.6)
Thus, based on Equation (5.4) and Equation (5.6), we can calculate the reflection co-
efficient ρi (i = 1, ..., n−1) when signal enters via hi from a segment li of interconnect
in Tier i as:
ρi =
Z0li − Z0hi
Z0li + Z0hi
(5.7)
Then we can minimize the reflection coefficient ρi using vias sizing based on the idea
of redundant vias insertion introduced in Section 5.2.
5.3.3 Optimization of Delay and Reflection Coefficient
Based on the above analysis, we summarize our problem as follows.
Given a total length of L for inter-tier interconnect through n tiers and the per-
mitted maximum/minimum via size Vvia−max/Vvia−min (the height of via is fixed and
can not be changed), to find a proper size and position of each via (n−1) to minimize
the total delay D of the interconnect and the reflection coefficient of each tier ρi:
Minimize
D =
n∑
i
dli +
n−1∑
i
dhi
ρi =
Z0li − Z0hi
Z0li + Z0hi
, i = 1, · · · , n− 1
subject to
n∑
i=1
li +
n−1∑
i=1
li = L
lmini ≤ li ≤ L−
n−1∑
j=1,j 6=i
lminj −
n−1∑
j
hj
Vvia−min ≤ Vviah,i ≤ Vvia−max, i = 1, · · · , n− 1
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This is a multi-objective optimization problem, and it can be decomposed into two
equivalent sub-optimization problems: via-sizing and vias insertion/placement. Based
on an iteration procedure, we can solve this optimization problem.
We first set the size of each via to an initial value (for example, the permitted
minimum size) and perform vias insertion/placement to minimize the total delay
with the consideration of non-uniform impedance. For each vias insertion/placement
corresponding to the minimum total delay, we then alter the size of each via to
minimize reflection coefficient ρi (i = 1, . . ., n − 1). Since the total delay of the
interconnect may be changed for each new vias size, we need to verify the total
delay based on the new vias size. If a greater total delay is obtained, a new vias
insertion/placement will be conducted again based on the new vias size. Based on
the above iteration, we will finally find the minimum total delay for the interconnect
and the corresponding reflection coefficient. We summarize the above procedure as
the following algorithm:
1. Initialize Vviai = Vvia−min, i = 1, . . ., n− 1
2. Perform vias insertion/placement to minimize the total delay of whole intercon-
nect
3. Repeat
(a) Resize each via Vviai (Vviai ≤ Vvia−max), compute and find the minimum ρi,
i = 1, . . ., n− 1
(b) Check the total delay
(c) Perform vias insertion/placement for a greater total delay
(d) Update vias’ geometric size, position and the total delay of interconnect
4. Return the optimum results
Since the expressions of segment and via delay can not be expressed as a simple
linear form, the Lagrangian relaxation can be utilized to pre-process them in order
to obtain the solution more efficiently.
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5.4 Simulation Methodology and Setup
To verify our approach proposed in this research, we conducted some simulations.
The simulation methodologies are described in this section.
5.4.1 Delay Calculation
Since we adopt a distributed RLC interconnect structure to model the intercon-
nects in 3D ICs, we calculate the delay of interconnects based on a distributed RLC
model proposed in [30]. According to [30], an empirical RLC delay equation based
on curve-fitting was derived as:
t50% = (e
−2.9ζ1.35 + 1.48ζ)/$n (5.8)
where
$n =
1√
Lint(Cint + CL)
(5.9)
ζ =
Rint
2
√
Cint
Lint
RT + CT +RTCT + 0.5√
1 + CT
(5.10)
RT = Rs/Rint (5.11)
CT = CL/Cint (5.12)
here CL is the load capacitance, Rint, Cint and Lint are the total line resistance,
capacitance, and inductance, respectively, and Rs is the output resistance of driver
(inverter).
Remark 1: The objective function D (Equation (5.2)) based on the delay Equa-
tion (8) (Equation (5.1)) is convex under constraint L.
Proof First we observe that the delay of a wire can be considered as the function of
its length, since the electronical parameters in Equation (5.8) like interconnect resis-
tance (Rint), capacitance (Cint) and inductance (Lint) can be written as the function
of interconnect length. Also, the ζ (Equation (5.10)) is non-negative under intercon-
nect length constraint L (Equation (5.1)). Furthermore, since the function f(x) = ex
is strictly convex in the interval (−∞,+∞), so the monomial e−2.9ζ1.35 is also convex.
Additionally, it is notable that $n (Equation (5.9)) is non-decreasing function. Ac-
cording to [10], the delay equation (5.8) is hence convex. Similarly, we can know that
the objective function D (Equation (5.2)) is also convex.
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According to Remark 1, the objective function D has a single global minimum,
which implies that our approach is practical under the RLC delay model.
It is notable that other delay models/equations can also be used in our approach.
For example, we can prove that the objective function D with the traditional or fitted
Elmore delay model is also convex. Notice that the objective function D expressed
by Equation (5.2) is of a separable non-linear form, so it can also be transformed into
a form solved by geometric programming tools efficiently.
5.4.2 Parasitic Extraction of Vias
Since we intend to minimize the reflection coefficient of different segments and
the delay resulted from vias, it is necessary to calculate the parasitic parameters such
as resistance, capacitance and inductance of vias. Nevertheless, it is impractical to
extract accurate parasitic parameters with existing equations rapidly. In this research,
we apply the following methods to extract the resistance, capacitance and inductance
of vias respectively.
The vias’ resistance Rvia can be simply evaluated as Rvia = r · l/w, where r,
l and w are the resistance of unit length interconnect, the interconnect length and
interconnect width, respectively.
For the evaluation of capacitance, we adopt a quasi-3D on-chip capacitance model
proposed in [48] to calculate interconnect capacitance. Since the detailed layout of
vias is unknown, we can only calculate the self component of vias’ capacitance, i.e.,
the capacitance of vias coupling to substrate.
Finally, we need to calculate the inductance used in the RLC delay model. Notice
that it is usually formidable to extract the accurate interconnect inductance, because
the current return paths are very complicated in a real chip. To make the evaluation
of interconnect inductance tractable, we adopt here the formulas proposed in [46]
to extract the inductance. Similar to the calculation of capacitance, the mutual
inductance between one via and the others can not be computed without the detail
layout.
Notice again that we use those parasitic extraction equations described here only
for enabling the simulation of our approach, the accurate parasitic parameters can be
extracted accurately with 3D field solver by EDA tools when detailed layouts of chip
are almost determined.
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5.4.3 Parameters Settings
Our simulation are conducted based on a 65nm CMOS technology under the
Berkeley Predictive Technology Model (BPTM) [1]. We assume that a 50X size
inverter is inserted into each segment of tier. The output resistance Rs and input
capacitance of inverter are calculated with SPICE. The load capacitance CL is 0.1pF .
To mimic the different impedance characteristics of each tier in 3D ICs, the
range of resistance, capacitance of interconnect are the same as the ranges proposed
in [44] and they are extracted for several interconnect structures using a commer-
cial impedance extraction tool. The resistance of segments ranges from 5Ω/mm to
25Ω/mm, and the capacitance of segments ranges from 100fF/mm to 300fF/mm.
The inductance ranges from 650pH/mm to 17.9nH/mm, where the minimum value
is the same as that in [30] and the maximum value is the same as that used in [12].
The minimum length routed in each tier is set as 20µm.
We assume that the height of via that connects two tier ranges from 20µm to
40µm. Depending upon the size of via, the resistance, capacitance and inductance of
via are calculated using the methods/equations mentioned in Section 5.4.2. The cross-
section of via is supposed to be rectangle and its size ranges from 100nm× 100nm to
300nm× 600nm.
We tested 3 inter-tier interconnects whose length are 1.5mm, 2.5mm and 3.5mm,
respectively. These interconnects are supposed to be routed in 3D ICs with 4, 6, 8
and 10 tiers. We also assume that the tiers are bonded with copper metal pads.
Note that as a demonstration in this research, the frequency-dependent compo-
nents of resistance, capacitance and inductance are not included in our simulation.
5.5 Simulation Results
We accomplished the simulations with MATLAB. In this section, we first verify
the impact of vias sizing on interconnect delay, then we demonstrate the improve-
ments of delay and reflection coefficient when both vias sizing and vias placement are
considered simultaneously. Then, we compare between vias sizing and via placement
their impacts on delay improvement in presence of different impedance character-
istics in 3D ICs. Finally, we explore the delay improvement when both the vias
sizing/placement and buffer insertion are jointly considered.
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5.5.1 Impact of vias sizing on Interconnect Delay
To verify the impact of vias sizing on interconnect delay, we conducted several
simulations when the vias sizing is considered while the impedance matching is ig-
nored. Note that these simulations are the special cases of the proposed algorithm
where the impedance matching is disabled and vias are placed along the interconnects
with equal-space.
The calculated delay results are provided in Table 5.1. Here, Dequ is the delay
results for interconnects divided equally by vias with the minimum size, Dopt is the
optimum delay results. The delay improvements are also listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1
Delay results of interconnects when considering only the vias sizing
Tiers
(n)
Length
of wires
(L)
Dequ
(ps)
Dopt
(ps)
Delay Im-
provement
(%)
4
1.5mm 32.87 30.61 6.88
2.5mm 40.36 39.02 3.32
3.5mm 52.54 50.34 4.19
6
1.5mm 34.74 32.58 6.22
2.5mm 43.41 41.61 4.15
3.5mm 54.96 52.35 4.75
8
1.5mm 35.79 33.63 6.04
2.5mm 46.75 45.12 3.49
3.5mm 56.81 54.01 4.93
10
1.5mm 38.26 35.72 6.64
2.5mm 49.34 46.74 5.27
3.5mm 57.49 54.52 5.17
Average 5.1%
The results in Table 1 show that an average delay improvement of 5.1% can be
achieved if only the vias sizing is considered. The maximum delay improvement is
about 6.9% for a 1.5mm wire routed 4-tiers 3D IC and the maximum delay decrease
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of almost 3ps can also be observed. Taken together, these results prove that our
approach about vias sizing is effective to improve interconnects delay in 3D ICs.
5.5.2 Overall Impacts of Vias Sizing/Placement on Interconnect Delay
and Reflection Coefficient
In this section, we first explore the overall impacts of vias sizing and vias place-
ment on interconnect delay, then we show their impacts on improvement of reflection
coefficient.
Improvement of Interconnect Delay
For different combinations between tiers and wire length, we summarize in Table
5.2 the optimum interconnect delay (Dopt) determined by our optimization framework
in Section 5.3.3 and also the interconnect delay (Dequ) when the wire is equally divided
by vias with the minimum size.
The results in Table 5.2 indicate that the total delay for all 3 inter-tier inter-
connects based on our approach are smaller than that of interconnects divided by
vias equally, where the maximum delay improvement from our approach is as high as
about 16% for a 1.5mm wire routed in a 10-tiers 3D IC. We can also see from Table
5.2 that an average delay improvement of 8.7% is obtained for all 3 interconnects,
compared to the instance where interconnects is divided by vias equally.
A further observation to results in Table 5.2 reveals that the relatively shorter
interconnects routed in many tiers have greater delay improvement than longer ones
routed in few tiers. It means that the relatively shorter interconnects are more sen-
sitive to different impedance characteristics of tiers in 3D ICs than longer ones.
It is notable that delay improvement in our approach is smaller than that in [44].
The reason is that a distributed RLC delay model is adopted and a inverter is inserted
into the segments in each tier in our simulation to imitate the actual scenario, so the
overall delay of interconnect has already been significantly reduced, thus leave a small
space for further delay reduction.
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Table 5.2
Delay results of interconnects
Tiers
(n)
Length
of wires
(L)
Dequ
(ps)
Dopt
(ps)
Delay Im-
provement
(%)
4
1.5mm 32.87 29.63 9.86
2.5mm 40.36 37.47 7.16
3.5mm 52.54 48.79 7.14
6
1.5mm 34.74 30.42 12.44
2.5mm 43.41 39.82 8.27
3.5mm 54.96 51.87 5.62
8
1.5mm 35.79 31.45 12.13
2.5mm 46.75 44.08 5.71
3.5mm 56.81 53.43 5.95
10
1.5mm 38.26 32.22 15.79
2.5mm 49.34 45.18 8.43
3.5mm 57.49 54.17 5.77
Average 8.7%
Improvement of Reflection Coefficient
To explore the effects of impedance matching based on our approach, we calculate
the average reflection coefficient of all 3 interconnects for both optimum method (ρopt)
proposed in this research and equal-space vias placement (ρequ). The corresponding
results are listed in Table 5.3.
In the Table 5.3, a significant difference can be observed in the reflection coefficient,
depending on whether the impedance matching is considered or not. The maximum
improvement is up to 37% for 3.5mm wires routed in a 10-ters 3D IC; and the average
improvement of reflection coefficient for all 3 interconnects is as high as about 26%.
The low relatively improvement for the 1.5mm wire routed in a 8-tiers 3D IC appears
(the absolute improvement of reflection coefficient is only 0.01). It is likely that
our approach can not handle them to obtain a small reflection coefficient, due to a
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Table 5.3
Results of reflection coefficient
Tiers
(n)
Length
of wire
(L)
ρequ ρopt Improvement
(%)
4
1.5mm 0.11 0.09 18.18
2.5mm 0.14 0.12 14.29
3.5mm 0.13 0.11 15.38
6
1.5mm 0.14 0.09 35.71
2.5mm 0.21 0.13 38.1
3.5mm 0.21 0.14 33.33
8
1.5mm 0.14 0.13 7.14
2.5mm 0.24 0.21 12.5
3.5mm 0.23 0.16 30.43
10
1.5mm 0.18 0.12 33.33
2.5mm 0.22 0.14 36.36
3.5mm 0.24 0.15 37.5
Average 26
big difference in the characteristic impedance between segments in the wire and vias.
Nevertheless, we obtained a considerable average improvement of reflection coefficient
in the overall cases.
Generally, the results in this section reveal that our approach is effective for vias
insertion/placement in 3D ICs. It can not only reduce the total delay of inter-tier in-
terconnects but also reduce the signal reflection and thus improve the signal integrity.
Notice that we calculate the characteristic impedance Z0 of all segments and vias
approximately with Equation (5.6) here. An accurate calculation of characteristic
impedance of segments and vias can be achieved by some EDA tools with field solver.
Other accurate characteristic impedance formulas can also be integrated into our
approach without affecting the validity of our approach.
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Vias Placement and Vias Insertion for an Example Wire in 3D ICs
To illustrate the performance improvement of the proposed approach in this chap-
ter, we give here the detailed routing result for an example wire with specified
impedance characteristics.
In this example, we assume that a 3.0mm wire is routed in a 6 tiers 3D IC where
their impedance characteristics are listed in Table 5.4. Other parameters are the same
as those given in Section 5.4.
Table 5.4
The impedance characteristics of in a 6-Tires 3D IC
Tier Resistance (Ω/mm) Inductance (nH/mm) Capacitance(fF/mm)
1 22 3.2 150
2 15 10.5 110
3 8 15 200
4 20 8 250
5 25 17 180
6 10 6.5 280
Table 5.5
Optimum routing results for the 3mm example wire
Tier Segment Length in
Each Tier (µm)
Size of Vias Be-
tween Neighboring
Tiers (nm× nm)
1 1250 100X160
2 745 100X220
3 350 240X260
4 215 120X300
5 165 160X280
6 275 —–
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The routing results for the wire are listed in Table 5.5 where both vias size and
segments length are given detailedly. Here, The total propagation delay is 52.3ps and
the average reflection coefficient is 0.22 when the interconnect is divided vias with the
minimum size specified in Section 5.4. The corresponding optimum results are 50.1ps
for propagation delay and 0.15 for reflection coefficient. Thus, we obtained a delay
reduction of 4.3% and reflection coefficient improvement of 31.8% in this example.
5.5.3 Comparison Between Vias Sizing and Vias Placement in Delay Im-
provement
Table 5.6
Delay results of a 2.5mm wire in presence of different impedance characteristics
Scenario Tiers Dequ (ps)
Simulation A
(Vias sizing only)
Simulation B (Vias
sizing and vias
placement)
Dopt (ps) Improvement
(%)
Dopt (ps) Improvement
(%)
S1
4 41.36 40.02 3.24 39.87 3.6
6 43.54 41.61 4.43 41.03 5.76
8 46.61 44.32 4.91 43.78 6.07
10 48.58 45.74 5.85 45.23 6.9
Average 4.61 —– 5.58
S2
4 42.61 40.82 4.2 39.13 8.17
6 43.95 41.71 5.1 40.92 6.89
8 47.06 44.54 5.35 43.38 7.82
10 50.47 47.26 6.36 45.49 9.87
Average 5.25 —– 8.19
To compare the effects of vias sizing and vias placement on the interconnect delay
in presence of different impedance characteristics in 3D ICs, we also performed several
extended simulations. Here, we consider two scenarios in our simulations for a 2.5mm
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wire routed in 3D ICs with different tiers: in the first scenario (called S1 hereafter),
we assume that the variation range of a parasitic parameter among all tiers is only
half of the maximum range discussed in Section 5.4.3, while in the second scenario
(named as S2 hereafter) the variation range of the parameter is just its maximum
range. We first simulated the delay when only the vias sizing is considered (Simulation
A), then evaluated the delay when both vias sizing and vias placement are considered
simultaneously (Simulation B). The corresponding results are listed in Table 5.6,
where the notations Dequ and Dopt are defined in the same way as that of Section
5.5.2. For comparison, the delay improvements compared with Dequ are also included
in Table 5.6.
The Table 5.6 indicates clearly that a certain delay improvements can always
be achieved in Simulation A and Simulation B for both Scenario S1 and Scenario
S2. Compared with the delay results for equal-space vias placement Dequ, the average
delay improvements in Simulation A and Simulation B for Scenario S1 are 4.61% and
5.58%, respectively; while the corresponding results for Scenario S2 are 5.25% and
8.19%, respectively. These results show that the delay improvements in Simulation B
are bigger than those in Simulation A, suggesting that our proposed approach based
on the combination of via sizing and placement is more effective for delay performance
enhancement in 3D ICs.
However, a further observation of Table 5.6 shows that the difference of delay
improvement between Simulation A and Simulation B in Scenario S1 is much smaller
than that of Scenario S2. For example, in the Scenario S1, the delay improvements are
4.61% for Simulation A and 5.58% for Simulation B, resulting a delay improvement
difference 0.97%; while in the Scenario S2, the delay improvements are 5.25% for
Simulation A and 8.19% for Simulation B, so a delay improvement difference 2.94%
is achieved between Simulation A and Simulation B. Notice that the magnitude of
parasitic parameters variation in S2 is two times as that of S1, so the the above
comparison results indicate that when the variation of impedance characteristics is
relatively small among different tiers in a 3D IC, the vias placement technique can
not reduce the interconnect delay significantly, while vias sizing can be an effective
approach for delay improvement. When impedance variation among different tiers
is relatively big, however, our above results imply that the vias placement is more
efficient than the via sizing in delay improvement.
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Based on the above results, we can conclude that: 1) when variation of parasitic
parameters among different tiers is small (e.g., Scenario S1), vias sizing is very effec-
tive for improving interconnect delay in 3D ICs; 2) in the case that the impedance
variation among different tiers is relatively big (e.g., Scenario S2), the vias sizing
should be integrated with the vias placement for a significant delay improvement.
5.5.4 Impact of Vias Sizing and Buffer Insertion on Delay Improvement
Buffer insertion is a traditional method to reduce the propagation delay of an
interconnect by partitioning it into shorter sections. To assess the impact of vias
sizing/placement and buffer insertion on delay improvement, we conducted several
simulations that integrate buffer insertion and vias insertion together.
In our simulations, the vias insertion/placementwe is first conducted for an inter-
connect, then the buffer insertion is performed to further reduce its delay. Considering
the fact that tiers in a 3D IC may be manufactured by different process, so the buffer
insertion is performed for different tiers separately. We adopted the buffer insertion
method proposed in [30], which presents the closed-form solutions for both the op-
timum section length hopt and buffer size kopt with the consideration of inductance
effect. Based on the optimum section length hopt, the buffer insertion will be only
applied to these segments which are longer than hopt. Simulations have been per-
formed for a 1.5mm wire and a 3.5mm wire that are routed through 4, 6, 10 tiers,
respectively. The corresponding simulation results are listed in Table 5.7, where Dequ
is the interconnect delay when the wire is equally divided by vias with the minimum
size, Dopt−spr is the delay results when both vias sizing/placement and buffer insertion
are jointly considered. For comparison, the optimum delay results based only on vias
sizing/placement (Dopt−sp) and their delay improvements compared with the Dequ are
also included in Table 5.7.
The results in Table 5.7 show that more delay improvements can be obtained
by integrating buffer insertion with vias sizing/placement. For example, the average
delay improvement are 13.6% for the 1.5mm wire and 11.2% for the 3.5mm wire when
both vias sizing/placement and buffer insertion are considered, and these average
delay improvements are bigger than the corresponding delay improvements 12.7%
and 6.2% when only the vias sizing/placement is applied.
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Table 5.7
Delay results for vias sizing/placement and buffer insertion
Wires Tiers Dequ (ps)
Vias
sizing/placement
only
Vias
sizing/placement and
buffer insertion
Dopt−sp
(ps)
Improvement
(%)
Dopt−spr
(ps)
Improvement
(%)
1.5mm
4 32.87 29.63 9.86 28.74 12.56
6 34.74 30.42 12.44 30.42 12.44
10 38.26 32.22 15.79 32.22 15.79
Average 12.7 —– 13.6
3.5mm
4 52.54 48.79 7.14 45.35 13.68
6 54.96 51.87 5.62 49.16 10.55
10 57.49 54.17 5.77 52.1 9.38
Average 6.2 —– 11.2
However, a careful observation of the above results indicates that compared with
the 3.5mm wire, the difference of delay improvements between Dopt−sp and Dopt−spr
for the 1.5mm wire is not significant. These delay improvement differences are due to
the reasons for the shorter wires, the segments routed in different tiers are too short
to adopt buffer insertion for delay improvement, so the buffer insertion there is not
a main contributor to delay improvement. For the longer wires, however, it is clear
that the buffer insertion can be very effective for delay improvement as expected.
In summary, the above results show that for shorter wires routed in many tiers,
vias sizing/placement rather than buffer insertion should be primarily considered for
delay improvement. On the other hand, for the longer wires that are routed in less
tiers, integrating buffer insertion with vias sizing/placement will be more effective for
reducing delay.
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5.6 Conclusions
By extending idea of redundant vias insertion in 2D ICs, we propose in this re-
search an approach for vias placement and impedance matching in 3D ICs. The
simulation results demonstrated that our approach is effective and can result in a
significant improvement in interconnects delay and reflection coefficient for 3D IC
systems, especially in the post routing design stage of such systems.
We expect that the idea of redundant vias insertion/placement can also be ex-
ploited for the performance improvement of both power and clock distribution net-
works in 3D ICs with the consideration of process variation issues [33, 34]. Another
possible extension of this work is the thermal vias insertion/placement for the stability
enhancement of 3D VLSI systems.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
6.1 Summary
In this research, we focus mainly on the timing issues of clock distribution in
high-speed VLSI systems. The main contributions of our research are summarized as
follows.
We first conducted several simulations to explore the real performance of nanoscale
high-speed clock distribution networks in presence of process variations and induc-
tance effect. The simulation results show that: 1) A significant overestimation of the
H-Tree CDNs’ performance may be introduced if the inductance effect is neglected
in the delay evaluation, especially for the modern VLSI systems, where the low resis-
tance material is adopted and the inductance component of line impedance becomes
comparable to the resistive component; 2) The performance of H-Tree CDNs can also
be significantly overestimated if the coupling effects are not taken into consideration,
since the coupling capacitance and the coupling inductance (mutual inductance) are
becoming dominant over their self components with the continuous increase of the
wire routing density; 3) Although the spatial dependence of process variations does
not significantly affect the maximum clock delay of H-Tree CDNs, it may remark-
ably affect the clock skew and the standard deviation of the maximum delay; 4) The
standard deviations of the maximum delay and clock skew vary significantly with the
increase of the magnitude of process variation, although their mean values are not
very sensitive to the magnitude of process variation. Thus, the yields of the maximum
clock delay and clock skew may be significantly degraded by magnitude of process
variation.
Second, we proposed a novel Variant X-Tree CDN based on X Architecture and
a statistical performance model used to evaluate its performance rapidly. Simula-
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tion results indicate that comparing to the traditional H-Tree CDN, the proposed
new CDN has the potential to improve the overall clock distribution performance in
terms of maximal clock delay and clock skew. We also study the layout features of
Variant XTree in detail. It enables to determine the proper size Variant X-Tree clock
distribution network with these rules. A statistical performance evaluation model is
proposed as well. Experiment simulation results show it is suitable to estimate the
performance of a Variant X-Tree in design stage can also be integrated into design
flow easily for its closed-form.
Finally, by extending idea of redundant vias insertion in 2D ICs, we propose in
this paper an approach for vias placement and impedance matching in 3D ICs. The
simulation results demonstrated that our approach is effective and can result in a
significant improvement in interconnects delay and reflection coefficient for 3D IC
systems, especially in the post routing design stage of such systems. We expect
that the idea of redundant vias insertion/placement can also be exploited for the
performance improvement of both power and clock distribution networks in 3D ICs
with the consideration of process variation issues. Another possible extension of this
work is the thermal vias insertion/placement for the stability enhancement of 3D
VLSI systems.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Works
The resistance of copper interconnects, with cross-sectional dimensions of the order
of the mean free path of electrons (∼ 40nm in Cu at room temperature) in current
and imminent technologies [2], is increasing rapidly under the combined effects of
enhanced grain boundary scattering, surface scattering and the presence of the highly
resistive diffusion barrier layer [51]. The steep rise in parasitic resistance of copper
interconnects poses serious challenges for interconnect delay [50] (especially at the
global level where wires traverse long distances) and for interconnect reliability [50],
hence it has a significant impact on the performance and reliability of VLSI circuits.
In order to alleviate such problems, changes in the material used for on-chip
interconnections have been sought even in earlier technology generations, for example
the transition from aluminum to copper some years back. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
have recently been proposed as a possible replacement for metal interconnects in
future technologies [36]. The high resistance associated with an isolated CNT (greater
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than 6.45KΩ) necessitates the use of a bundle (rope) of CNTs conducting current in
parallel to form an interconnection [36].
However, CNT-based interconnect for VLSI systems faces many problems for prac-
tical applications. For example, due to the lack of control on chirality, any bundle of
CNTs consists of metallic as well as semi-conducting nanotubes (the semi-conducting
CNTs do not contribute to current conduction in an interconnect). Based on some
literatures, the semi-conducting nanotubes may be as high as 2/3 in a CNT bundle.
In addition, perfect contact of CNT bundles is also challengeable. While an imper-
fect contact for CNT bundles may result in a significant increase in contact resistance
(∼ 300KΩ), it is crucial to consider such an imperfect contact for performance analy-
sis of CNT-based interconnects. Although many papers have been proposed to study
the timing performance of VLSI circuits with statistical approach (called as SSTA) in
modern traditional VLSI systems, no literature focuses on the statistical performance
analysis in presence of the above factors for CNT-based nanoscale VLSI systems.
Therefore, as a future work, we will explore the performance of CNT-based clock
distribution networks for nanoscale VLSI systems. We also intend to study the sta-
tistical performance analysis frame for CNT-based CDN with the considerations of
random chirality and imperfect contact, and furthermore develop a probabilistic de-
sign method for CNT-based CDNs. Moreover, the fault-tolerant design and reliability
for CNT-based CDN will also be investigated in this research.
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